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tr.'l'ime-Resolved Laser Spectroscopy

I r, investigation of fast processes, such as electron motions in atoms or
'' ,,1('cules, radiative or collision-induced decays of excited levels, isomeriza-
.. rr tlÍ. excited molecules, or the relaxation of an optically pumped System

'rrr.d thermal equilibrium, opens the way to study in detail the dynamic
, ,"pcrties of excited atoms and molecules. A thorough knowledge of dynam-

rl processes is of fundamental importance for many branches of physics,
I , |)ristry, or biology. Examples are predissociation rates of excited molecules,

r rrrlosecond chemistry, or the understanding of the visual process and its dif-
] |\.Ílt Steps from the photoexcitation of rhodopsin molecules in the retina cells
r', tlrc arrival of electrical nerve pulses in the brain.

lrr order to study these processes experimentally, one needs a sufficiently
',',rtl time resolution, which means that the resolvable minimum time in-
' r url Aif must still be shorter than the time scale 7 of the process under
,,',r'stigatiofl. While the previous chapters emphasized the high spectral res-
' 'lLrlion, this chapter concentrates on experimental techniques that allow high

'rrr' resOlUtiOn.
l'he development of ultrashort laser pulses and of new detection techniques

lr,rl allow a very high time resolution has brought about impressive progress
rrr thc study of fast processes. The achievable time resolution has been pushed

, t'ntly into the attosecond range (1 as: 10 18 s). Spectroscopists can now
lrr;rrrtitatively follow up ultrafast processes, which could not be resolved ten
' ; i l s  ago.

'l'he 
spectral resolution Au of most time-resolved techniques is, in princi-

y' r'. confined by the Fourier limit Au:alLT, where AZ is the duration of
lrr' short light pulse and the factor a - 1 depends on the profile 1(r) of the

1 'rrlsc. The spectral bandwidth Au of such Fourier-limited pulses is still much
r,rn1)wer than that of light pulses from incoherent light sources, such as flash-
rrrps or sparks. Some time-resolved coherent methods based on regular trains

',1 slrort pulses even circumvent the Fourier limit Au of a single pulse and
rrrrrltaneously reach extremely high spectral and time resolutions (Sect.7.4).

We will at first discuss techniques for the generation and detection of
lrolt laser pulses before their importance for different applications is demon-
.trrrlcd by some examples. Methods for measuring lifetimes of excited atoms
, 'r r)lolecules and of fast relaxation phenomena are presented. These appli-
, rrlions illustrate the relevance of pico- and femtosecond molecular physics
rrrtl chemistry for our understanding of fundamental dynamical processes in
r r r r  r l c cu l e s .

'l'hc 
special aspects of time-resolved coherent spectroscopy are cov-

''rerl in Sects. 7.2, 1.4. For a more extensive representation of the fas-
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cinating field of
reviews t6.5-6.81,
tioned.

6. Time-Resolved Laser Spectroscopy

time-resolved spectroscopy some monographs L6.7-6.41,
and conference proceedings [6.9-6.11] should be men-

6.1 GeneratÍon of Short Laser Pulses

For incoherent, pulsed light sources (for example, flashlamps or spark dis-
charges) the duration of the light pulse is essentially determined by that of the
electric discharge. For a long time, microsecond pulses represented the short-
est available pulses. Only recently could the nanosecond range be reached by
using special discharge circuits with low inductance and with pulse-forming
networks 16.12,6.131.

For laser pulses, on the other hand, the time duration of the pulse is not
necessarily limited by the duration of the pump pulse, but may be much
shorter. Before we present different techniques to achieve ultrashort laser
pulses, we will discuss the relations between the relevant parameters of a laser
that determine the time profile of a laser pulse.

6.1.1 Time Profiles of Pulsed Lasers

In active laser media pumped by pulsed sources (for example, flashlamps,
electron pulses, or pulsed lasers), the population inversion necessary for oscil-
lation threshold can be maintained only over a time interval AZ that depends
on the duration and power of the pump pulse. A schematic time diagram
of a pump pulse, the population inversion, and the laser output is shown in
Fig.6.1. As soon as threshold is reached, laser emission starts. If the pump
power is still increasing, the gain becomes high and the laser power rises
faster than the inversion, until the increasingly induced emission reduces the
inversion to the threshold value.

The time profile of the laser pulse is not only determined by the amplifica-
tion per round trip G(l) (Vol.1, Sect.5.2) but also by the relaxation times q,
uk of the upper and lower laser levels. If these times are short compared to
the rise time of the pump pulse, quasi-stationary laser emission is reached,
where the inversion ANQ) and the output power P1(r) have a smooth time
profile, determined by the balance between pump power Pp(l), which creates
the inversion, and laser output power Pr(r), which decreases it. Such a time
behavior, which is depicted in Fig. 6.Ia, can be found, for instance, in many
pulsed gas lasers such as the excimer lasers (Vol. I, Sect.5.7).

In some pulsed lasers (for example, the N2 laser) the lower laser level has
a longer effective lifetime than the upper level t6.I4l. The increasing laser
power Pt(t) decreases the population inversion by stimulated emission. Since
the lower level is not sufficiently quickly depopulated, it forms a bottleneck
for maintaining threshold inversion. The laser pulse itself limits its duration
and it ends before the pump pulse ceases (self-terminating laser, Fig.6.1b).

If the relaxation times Ti, tk aÍe long compared to the rise time of the
pump pulse, a large inversion AN may build up before the induced emission
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l|ig.6.1a'b. Time profiles of the pump power Pp(Í), the inversion density AN(', and laser
()utput power Py(t): (a) for sufficiently short lifetime zr of the lower laser level; and
tfr) for a self-terminating laser with ,lu , ,t"

is strong enough to deplete the upper level. The corresponding high gain leads
lo a large amplification of induced emission and the laser power P1 may be-
come so high that it depletes the upper laser level faster than the pump can
rcfill it. The inversion AN drops below threshold and the laser oscillation
stops long before the pump pulse ends. When the pump has again built up
rr sufficiently large inversion, laser oscillations starts again. In this case, which
is, for instance, realized in the flashlamp-pumped ruby lasel the laser output
e onsists of a more or less irregular sequence of "spikes" (FiS.6.2) with a dura-
tion of LT - | ps for each spike, which is much shorter than the pump-pulse
t lurat ion Z -  100 ps to 1 ms [6.15,  6.16].

For time-resolved laser spectroscopy, pulsed dye lasers are of particular
rolevance due to their continuously tunable wavelength. They can be pumped
by flashlamps (7 - 1 ps to 1 ms), by other pulsed lasers, for example, by
r'opper-vapor lasers (Z-50ns), excimer lasers (Z- 15ns), nitrogen lasers
(' l- :2-10ns), or frequency-doubled Nd:YAG lasers (7 : 5-15 ns). Because
ol-the short relaxation times z;, zft(- 10-11s), no spiking occurs and the sit-
Lration of Fig.6.1a is realized (Vol.1, Sect.5.7). The dye laser pulses have
rlr-rrations between 1 ns to 500 ps, depending on the pump pulses; typical peak
l)owers range from lkW to 10MW and pulse repetition rates from lHz to
l5 kHz 16.111.

Fig.6,2, Schematic representation of
spikes in the emission of a flashlamp-
pumped solid-state laser with long relax-
ation times z;, z1time
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6.1.2 Q-Switched Lasers

In order to obtain a single, powerful pulse of a flashlamp-pumped laser instead
of the irregular sequence of many spikes, the technique of Q-switching was
developed. Q-switching is based on the following principle:

Until a selected time /s after the start of the pump pulse at r : 0, the cavity
losses of a laser are kept so high by a closed "optical switch" inside the laser
resonator that the oscillation threshold cannot be reached. Therefore a large
inversion AN is built up by the pump (Fig.6.3). If the switch is opened at
t _ tg Íhe losses are suddenly lowered (that is, the quality factor or Q-value
of the cavity (Vol. 1, Sect.5.1) jumps from a low to a high value). Because of
the large amplification G a BitpL.N for induced emission, a quickly rising
intense laser pulse develops, which depletes in a very short time the whole
inversion that had been built up during the time interval /0. This convefts the
energy stored in the active medium into a giant light pulse [6.16,6.18,6.19].
The time profile of the pulse depends on the rise time of Q-switching. Typical
durations of these giant pulses are 1-20ns and peak powers up to 10vW are
reached, which can be further increased by subsequent amplification stages.

Such an optical switch can be realized, for instance, if one of the res-
onator minors is mounted on a rapidly spinning motor shaft (Fig.6.4). Only
at that time /6 where the surface normal of the mirror coincides with the res-
onator axis is the incident light reflected back into the resonator, giving a high

Q-value of the laser cavity [6.20]. The optimum time /6 can be selected by
imaging the beam of a light-emitting diode (LED) after reflection at the spin-
ning mirror onto the detector D, which provides the trigger signal for the
flashlamp of the Q-switched laser. This technique, however, has some disad-

Fig.6.3. Pump power Pp(r), resonator
losses 7(t), inversion density AN(t),
and laser output power Pr(t) for a Q-
switched laser

Fig.6.4. Experimental realization of

Q-switching by a rapidly spinning
cavity mirror M1switch
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vrrntages: the spinning mirror is not very stable and the switching time is not
srrfficiently short. Therefore other Q-switching methods have been developed
llrat are based on electro-optical or acousto-optical modulators 16.211.

One example is given in Fig.6.5, where a Pockels cell between two
r'r'ossed polarizers acts as a Q-switch 16.221. The Pockels cell consists of an
rrptically anisotropic crystal that turns the plane of polarization of a transmit-
tctl, linearly polarized wave by an angle 0 alEl when an external electric
liof d E is applied. Since the transmittance of the system is Z : To0 - cos2 01,
it can be changed by the voltage U applied to the electrodes of the Pockels
e cll. If for times t < ts the voltage is U : 0, the crossed polarizers have the
ll.ansmittance 7 :0 for á :0. When at t : t0 a fast voltage pulse U(l) is ap-
lrlied to the Pockels cell, which causes a rotation of the polarization plane
lty 0:90o, the transmittance rises to its maximum value 76. The linearly
polmized lightwave can pass the switch, is reflected back and forth between
llre resonator mirrors M1 and M2, and is amplified until the inversion AN is
rlopleted below threshold. The experimental anangement shown in Fig.6.5d
works diff-erently and needs only one polarizer P1, which is used as polar-
izing beam splitter. For / < /0 a voltage U is kept at the Pockels cell, which
('alrses circular polaization of the transmitted light. After reflection at Ml the
light again passes the Pockels cell, reaches Pl as linearly polarized light with
the plane of polarization turned by 0:90o, and is totally reflected by Pl and
tlrerefore lost for further amplification. For / > to U is switched off, Pl now
lransmits, and the laser output is coupled out through M2.

The optimum choice of 16 depends on the duration 7 of the pump
1rLrlse Pp(/) and on the effective lifetime Íft of the upper laser level. If
r*))T ry/g, only a small fraction of the energy stored in the upper laser

Nd:YAG R = 1

l"ig.6.5a-d. Q-switching with a Pockels cell inside the laser resonator: (a) Pockel's cell
hctween two crossed polarizers, (b) transmission T(0) a U; (c),(d) possible experimental
irrrangements

Pockels
P 1 cell

1 = T o ( 1  - c o s 2 0 ;
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level is lost by relaxation and the giant pulse can extract neady the whole
energy. For example, with the ruby laser (rt ^t 3 ms) the switching time rs
can be chosen close to the end of the pump pulse (16:0. 1-1ms), while for
Nd:YAG-lasers (zp ry0.2ms) the optimum switching time 16 lies before the
end of the pump pulse. Therefore only part of the pump energy can be con-
verted into the giant pulse Í6.16,6.|9,6.23].

6.1.3 Cavity Dumping

The principle of Q-switching can also be applied to cw lasers. Here, how-
ever, an inverse technique, called cavity dwmping, is used. The laser cavity
consists of highly reflecting mirrors in order to keep the losses low and the
Q-value high. The intracavity cw power is therefore high because nearly no
power leaks out of the resonator. At t - to an optical switch is activated that
couples a large fraction of this stored power out of the resonator. This may
again be performed with a Pockels cell (Fig.6.5d), where now M1 and M2
are highly reflecting, and P1 has a large transmittance for t < /6, but reflects
the light out of the cavity for a short time A/ at t : t0.

Often an acousto-optic switch is used, for example, for argon lasers and
cw dye rasers [6.241. Its basic principle is explained in Fig. 6.6. A shorr ultra-
sonic pulse with acoustic frequency /, and pulse duration Z )) 1//. is sent
at t: to through a fused quafiz plate inside the laser resonator. The acoustic
wave produces a time-dependent spatially periodic modulation of the refrac-
tive index n(t, z), which acts as a Bragg grating with the grating constant
A:cr/ fr, equal to the acoustic wavelength.zl where c, is the sound velocity.
When an optical wave E0cos(rol -k.r) with the wavelength X:2x/k passes
through the Bragg plate, the fraction ry of the incident intensity 16 is diffracted

vs

-
2^s sin Oorlíl Eocosolt

Bragg
grating

aroon laser tro cos (D t

piezo \

A -  - ' - + ' -  -  ) 4
pr ism ( i l  \ . /

\ t  -  -  - - ' +' output beam
Fig.6.6. cavity dumping of a cw argon laser by a pulsed acoustic wave. The insert shows
the Bragg reflection of an optical wave at a running ultrasonic wave with wavelength z,l.
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l.'' lrrt angle á determined by the Bragg relation:

] ,4 s iná :  ) ' ln  ,

Itr,' ll'action 4 depends on the modulation amplitude of the refractive index
,{il,1 thus on the power of the ultrasonic wave.

When the optical wave is reflected at an acoustic wave front moving with
rlr, vclocity ur, its frequency o suffers a Doppler shift, which is, according
t r r  1 ( l . f  )  w i th  c : ) " . a l 2 r  and  u "  :  A9 /2 t t
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( 6 . 1 )

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

\ -  : 2 " ' . s i n o  :  2 r AQ , r i r |  :  9 ,
t' )"u,t

.1]|(| tLlrns out to be equal to the acoustic frequency d):2lÍs. The amplitude
,'t the deflected fraction is E1 - ,fiEscos(@+9)t, that of the unaffected
ll'||)smitted wave E2: JTjEg cos Ú,/. After reflection at the mirror M3 the
fr.rttion JT-nh is transmitted and the fraction JrlE2 is deflected by the
ttrrrgg plate into the direction of the outcoupled beam. This time, however,
tlrr' reflection occurs at receding acoustic wavefronts and the Doppler shift is

.ÍJ instead of +í2. The total amplitude of the extracted wave is therefore

I,": Ji\n- |lE6[cos(ro* í2)l -|cos(co - 9)t]

:2JnG-dEs cos d)t cosat .

I lre average output power P, a E! of the light pulse is then with ot)) I and
f .

,  r  15 -  p1 )  :  U .5 :

I',(t:) : n@|I - ?1G,P0cos2 Í2t ,

rr lrcre the time-dependent efficiency a(r) is determined by the time profile
,'l the ultrasonic pulse (Fig.6.7) and P6 is the intracavity power. During the
rrltlasonic pulse the fraction 2n0-4) of the optical power )esE"o, stored
'rithin the laser resonator, can be extracted in a short light pulse, which is
,ri|| modulated at twice the acoustic frequency Í2. With 4:03 one obtains
,rrr cxtraction efficiency of 2ryQ-D :0.42.

l;ig,6.7,Intensity profile of a cavity-dumped laser pulse, showing the intensity modulation
,rl twice the ultrasonic frequency O
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The repetition rate f of the extracted pulses can be varied within wide lim-
its by choosing the appropriate repetition rate of the ultrasonic pulses. Above
a critical frequency ./., which varies for the different laser types, the peak
power of the extracted pulses decreases if the time between two successive
pulses is not sufficiently long to recover the inversion and to reach sufficient
intracavity power.

The technique of cavity dumping is mainly applied to gas lasers and cw
dye lasers. One achieves pulse durations A7: 10*100ns, pulse-repetition
rates of 0-4MHz, and peak powers that may be 10-100 times higher than
for normal cw operation with optimized transmission of the output cou-
pler. The average power depends on the repetition rate f. Typical values for

Í : IOa-4 x 10r Hz are 0.I-40vo of the cw output power. The disadvantage
of the acoustic cavity dumper compared to the Pockels cell of Fig.6.5 is the
intensity modulation of the pulse at the frequency 29.

Example 6.1.

With an argon laser ,  which del ivers 3-W cw power at  ) . :514.5nm, the
cavity dumping yields a pulse duration Af : l0ns. At a repetil ion rate

-f : I MHz peak powers of 60 W are possible. The on/off ratio is then

.f LT : l0-2 and lhe average power P ! 0.6W is 207o of the cw power.

6.1.4 Mode Locking of Lasers

Without frequency-selective elements inside the laser resonator, the laser gen-
erally oscillates simultaneously on many resonator modes within the spectral
gain profile of the active medium (Vol. 1, Sect.5.3). In this "multimode opera-
tion" no definite phase relations exist between the different oscillating modes,
and the laser output equals the sum 11, Ip of the intensities { of all oscil-
lating modes, which are more or less randomly fluctuating in time (Vol. 1,
Sect .5.3.4).

If coupling between the phases of these simultaneously oscillating modes
can be established, a coherent superposition of the mode amplitudes may be
reached, which leads to the generation of short output pulses in the picosec-
ond range. This mode coupling or mode locking has been realtzed by optical
modulators inside the laser resonator (active mode locking) or by saturable
absorbers (passive mode locking) or by a combined action of both locking
techniques 16.1 6, 6.25-6.291.

a) Active Mode Locking

When the intensity of a monochromatic lightwave

E: Ao cos(a.ro/ -kx) ,

is modulated at the frequency .f :9/2tr (for example, by a Pockels cell or
an acousto-optic modulator), the frequency spectrum of the optical wave con-

a) b) c)

l.'iÍ..6.8a-c. Active mode locking: (a) sideband generation; (b) experimental arrangement

t ith a standing ultrasonic wave inside the laser fesonatol; (c) idealized output pulses

rrr ins, besides the carrier at at:ctr6, sidebands at a:aolQ (that is, u:

'  , r  i , f )  (F ig.6.8).
If the modulator is placed inside the laser resonator with the miror sepa-

rrLt ion d and the mode frequencies u- :vo lm'c l2d (m:0'  1 '  2 '  "  ' ) '  the

srtlebands coincide with resonator mode frequencies if the modulation fre-

(lLrency / equals the mode separation Lv: cl2d. The sidebands can then

reach the oscillation threshold and participate in the laser oscillation' Since

rhey pass the intracavity modulator they are also modulated and new side-

tl,rnds u:uot2f are generated. This continues until all modes inside the

rlrrin profile participate in the laser oscillation. There is, however' an impor-

trLnt difference from normal multimode operation: the modes do not oscillate

irrdependently, but are phase-coupled by the modulator. At a certain time 16'

r|re ámphtudes of all modes have their maximum at the location of the modu-

lrrtor and this situation is repeated after each cavity round-trip time T:2dlc

rlrig.6.8c). We will discuss this in more detail:
The modulator has the time-dependent transmission

T : ToI1 - á(1 - cos í2r)] : 7o[1 - 23 sinz ( {2 lz)t], (6.s)

rvith the modulation frequency f : t2l2x and the modulation amplitude
].J < l. Behind the modulator the Íield amplitude Át of the kth mode becomes

Ap(t) : ZÁ6 cos a1,t : TOAkgIr - 2s sin2 (o lz)tl cos @kt ' (6.6)

I'his can be written with sin2 xlZ: +io-cosx) as

A1,ft) : TOAk1|Q- á) cos a1,t + \ |cos(ar + t))t* cos(alp - Q)il], 6.1)

lirr ,Q: tcld,the sideband atp*d2 conesponds to the next resonator mode

rrncl generates the amplitude

Ak+I : },+grga cos íDk+l ,

rvhich is further amplified by stimulated emission, as long as {DPa1 lies within

rlrc gain profile above threshold. Since the amplitudes of all -three modes

i r r  (6 .7 )  á ch i eve  the i r  max ima  a t  t imes  7 :q2d l c  (q :0 , I , 2 , . . . ) ,  t he i r

grhases are coupled by the modulation. A conesponding consideration applies

i0 all other sidebands generated by modulation of the sidebands in (6.1).

ultrasonic
modulator

v 1  + f
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Within the spectral width áu of the gain profile

á u d
/ v r - _ : 2 6 v _ -

A,v c

oscillating resonator modes with the mode separation Au:cl2d can be
locked together. The superposition of these N phase-locked modes results in
the total amplitude

+m\-
A(t) : L n^cos(cr_,6 *k{Z)t .

k:-m

For equal mode amplitudes Á1: Áo, (6.8) gives the total time-dependent in.
tensity

^ sin2r *Ní2rl
tg7 q 4f"_||2|)1cos2 cr,r6Í ." sinztl2tl

w i t h  N : 2m* I . (6.8)

(6.e)

(6.10)

( 6 . 11 )

is inversely pro-
above threshold

If the amplitude Áp is time independent (cw laser), this represents a sequence
of equidistant pulses with the separation

.', ,l 1
L U I

c A,v

which equals the round-trip time through the laser resonator. The pulse width

^ T 2 1 2 r l
( 2 m 1 - I ) Q  N Q  6 v '

is determined by the number N of phase-locked modes and
por1ional to the spectral bandwidth áu of the gain profile
(F ig.6.9).

Fig.6.9a,b. Schematic profi1e of the output
of a mode-locked laser: (a) with 5 modes
lockedl ft) with 15 modes locked

11 / 10
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The peak power of the pulses, which can be derived from the intensity

rnaxima in (6.9) at  t imes t  :2rq lg :  q(2dlc)  (q :0,I ,2,  .  . .  ) ,  i s  propor-

tional to N2. The pulse energy is therefore proportional to N/A?" xN. In

between the main pulses (N -Z) small maxima appear, which decrease in

intensity as N increases.

Note: For equal amplitudes Á6: Áo the time-dependent intensity /(0 in (6.9)

coÍTesponds exactly to the spatial intensity distribution 1(x) of light diffracted

by a grating with N grooves that are illuminated by a plane wave. One has to

rcplace 9t by the phase difference @ between neighboring interfering partial

waves, see (4.28) in Vol. 1, Sect. 4.I.3 and compare Figs. Vol. l,4.Zl and 6.9.

In real mode-locked lasers the amplitudes Ap are generally not equal. Their

irmplitude distribution Á1 depends on the form of the spectral gain profile.
'fhis 

modifies (6.9) and gives slightly different time profiles of the mode-
locked pulses, but does not change the principle considerations.

For pulsed mode-locked lasers the envelope of the pulse heights follows

the time profile AN(r) of the inversion, which is determined by the pump

power Pp(/). Instead of a continuous sequence of equal pulses one obtains

l finite train of pulses (Fig.6.10).
For many applications a single laser pulse instead of a train of pulses is

lcquired. This can be realized with a synchronously triggered Pockels cell out-
side the laser resonator, which transmits only one selected pulse out of the
pr-rlse train. It is triggered by a mode-locked pulse just before the maximum
rrl'the train envelope, then it opens for a time Lt <2dlc and transmits only
lhe next pulse following the trigger pulse [6.30]. Another method of single-
pulse selection is cavity dumping of a mode-locked laser t6.311. Here the

rrigger signal for the intracavity Pockels cell (Fig.6.5) is synchronized by the
rrrode-locked pulses and couples just one mode-locked pulse out of the cavity
t l ; i g . 6 . 1 0 b ) .

a)

l;ig. .10. (a) Pulse train of a mode-locked pulsed
prrlsc selected by a Pockel's cell. Note the different
r t r l  ( .5(X)  ps/d iv )  t6 .301

b)

Nd:YAG laser; and (b) single
time scales in (a) (2nsldiv) and
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a) b)

Fig.6.11arb. Measured pulses of a mode-locked argon laser at )":{gg6: (a) monitored
with a fast photodiode and a sampling oscilloscope (500ps/div). The small oscillations
after the pulse are cable reflections. (b) The attenuated scattered laser light was detected
by a photomultiplier (single-photon counting) and stored in a multichannel analyzer. The
time resolution is limited by the pulse rise times of the photodiode and photomultiplier,
respectively [6.32]
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lr) PassÍve Mode Locking

Passive mode locking is a technique that demands less experimental effort
than active mode-locking; it can be applied to pulsed as well as to cw lasers.
Pulse widths below l ps have been realized. Its basic principles can be under-
stood as follows:

Instead of the active modulator, a saturable absorber is put inside the laser
fesonator, close to one of the end mirrors (FLS.6.IZ). The absorbing transi-
tion lk) <- ll) takes place between the levels ll) and lk) with short relaxation
times z;, zp. In order to reach oscillation threshold in spite of the absorption
losses the gain of the active medium must be correspondingly high. In the
case of a pulsed pump source, the emission of the active laser medium at
rr time shortly before threshold is reached consists of fluorescence photons,
which are amplified by induced emission. The peak power of the resulting
photon avalanches (Vol. 1, Sect.5.2) fluctuates more or less randomly. Be-
cause of nonlinear saturation in the absorber (Sect.2.l), the most intense
llhoton avalanche suffers the lowest absorption losses and thus experiences
the largest net gain. It therefore grows faster than other competing weaker
irvalanches, Saturates the absorber more, and increases its net gain even moÍe.
A[ter a few resonator round trips this photon pulse has become so powerful

a)

l,'ig.6.12a-d. Passive mode locking of a cw dye laser: (a) experimental arrangement;
rb) level scheme of absorber; (c) time profile; and (d) spectral profile of a modeJocked
grulsc [6.28]
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that it depletes the inversion of the active laser medium nearly completely and
therefore suppresses all other avalanches.

This nonlinear interaction of photons with the absorbing and the ampli-
fying media leads under favorable conditions to mode-locked laser operation
starting from a statístically fluctuating, unstable threshold situation. After this
short unstable transient state the laser emission consists of a stable, regular
train of short pulses with the time separation z:2d/c, as long as the pump
power remains above threshold (which is now lower than at the beginning
because the absorption is saturated).

This more qualitative representation illustrates that the time profile and the
width Ar of the pulses is determined by the relaxation timés of absorber
and amplifier. In order to suppress the weaker photon avalanches reliably, the
relaxation times of the absorber must be short compared with the resonator
round-trip time. otherwise, weak pulses, which pass the absorber shortly
after the stronger saturating pulse, would take advantage of the saturation
and would experience smaller losses. The recovery time of the amplifying
transition in the active laser medium, on the other hand, should be iompa-
rable to the round-trip time in order to give maximum amplification of ihe
strongest pulse, but minimum gain for pulses in between. A more thorough
analysis of the conditions for stable passive mode locking can be found ln
[6.16,6.33,6.341.

The Fourier analysis of the regular pulse train yields again the mode spec-
trum of all resonator modes participating in the laser oscillation. The coupling
of the modes is achieved at the fixed times / :tolq2cllc when the saturat-
ing pulse passes the absorber. This explains the term passive mode locking.
Different dyes can be employed as saturable absorbers. The optimum choice
depends on the wavelength. Examples are methylene blue, diethyloxadicarbo-
cyanine iodide DODCI, or polymethinpyrylin t6.351, which have relaxation
t imes  o f  19 -9 -19 -11 . .

Passive mode locking can also be realized in cw lasers. However, the
smaller amplification restricts stable operation to a smaller range of values for
the ratio of absorption to amplification, and the optimum conditions are more
critical than in pulsed operation 16.36,6.3i). with passively mode-locked cw
dye lasers pulse widths down to 0.5 ps have been achieved t6.3gl.

More detailed representations of active and passive mode locking can be
found in [6.16, 6.39, 6.40].

c) Synchronous Pumping with Mode-Locked Lasers
For synchronous pumping the mode-locked pump raser Lr, which delivers
short pulses with the time separation z : 2d1 /c, is employed to pump another
laser L2 (for example, a cw dye laser or a coror-center laser). this laser L2
then operates in a pulsed mode with the repetition frequency Í:|/T. Al^t
example, illustrated by Fig.6. 13, is a cw dye laser pumped by an acousto-
optically mode-locked argon laser.

The optimum gain for the dye-laser pulses is achieved if they arrive in thc
active medium (dye jet) at the time of maximum inversion aN(r) (Fis.6.l4).
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t rt.(r.13. Synchronously pumped cw dye laser

Fig.6.14. Schematic time proÍiles of
argon laser pump pulse Pp(r), inversion
AN(t) in the dye jet, and dye laser pr.rlse
Pr,(r) in a synchronously pumped cw dye
laser

lt tlrc optical cavity length dz of the dye laser is properly matched to the
i, rrq(h dt of the pump laser resonator, the round-trip times of the pulses in
',rllt laserS become equal and the arrival times of the two pulses in the am-

1'lilying dye jet are synchronized. Because of saturation effects, the dye-laser

i,rrlscs become much shorter than the pump pulses, and pulse widths below
| 1rs have been achieved 16.4I-6.431. For the experimental realization of ac-
' rn'ltc synchronization one end mirror of the dye-laser cavity is placed on
r nricrometer carriage in order to adjust the length dz. The achievable pulse
rritlth AZ depends on the accuracy Ld:dt-d2 of the optical cavity length
rrrrrtching. A mismatch of Ld:1U,m increases the pulsewidth from 0.5 to
I ps 16.441.

l(rr many applications the pulse repetition rate f : clzd (which is

/ . |.5() MHz Íbr d, : 1 m) is too high. In such cases the combination of syn-

sat,írateJ
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Fig.6.L5a,b. Cavity-dumped synchronously pumped dye laser system with synchroniza-
tion electronics [Courtesy Spectra-Physics]: (a) experimental setup; (b) correct synchro-
nization time of a modeJocked pulse with the time of maximum output coupling of the
cavity dumping pulse

chronous pumping and cavity dumping (Sect.6.1.2) is helpful, where only
every kth pulse (k > 10) is extracted due to Bragg reflection by an ultra-
sonic pulsed wave in the cavity dumper. The ultrasonic pulse now has to be
synchronized with the mode-locked optical pulses in order to assure that the
ultrasonic pulse is applied just at the time when the mode-locked pulse passes
the cavity dumper (Fig.6.15b).

The technical realization of this synchronized system is shown in
Fig.6.15a. The frequenc! us: Ql2tt of the ultrasonic wave is chosen as an
integer multiple us:e.c/2d of the mode-locking frequency. A fast photodi-

t ime
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lirble6.1. Summary of different mode-locking techniques. With active mode
, ri' lasers an average power of I W can be achieved
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locking of

lL 'chnique Mode locker Laser Typical Typical
pulse duration pulse energy

\ctive Acousto-optic
rrrocle locking modulator

Pockels cell

I'rrssive Saturable
rnocie locking absorber

\vnchronous Mode-locked pump
I'rrmping laser and matching

of resonator length

, olliding pulse Passive mode locking
rrrode locking and eventual synchro-
(  I 'M nous  pumping

l(crr lens optical Kerr
ruode locking effect

Argon, cw 300ps
HeNe, cw 500ps
Nd:YAG, pulsed 100ps

Dye, cw
Nd:YAG

Dye, cw
Color center

Ti:sapphire

l p s
1 -10ps

l p s
I p s

< 100fs

< 10fs

10 nJ
0 .1nJ
10 pJ

1nJ
1nJ

10 nJ
10 nJ

I  l n J

r y  1 -10nJ

Ring dye
laser

,rde, which detects the mode-locked optical pulses, provides the trigger signal
lirr the RF generator for the ultrasonic wave. This allows the adjustment of
tlrc phase of the ultrasonic wave in such a way that the arrival time of the
rnode-locked pulse in the cavity dumper coincides with its maximum extrac-
tion efficiency. During the ultrasonic pulse only one mode-locked pulse is
r'xtracted. The extraction repetition frequency v": (c 12fl /k canbe chosen be-
rween 1Hz to 4MHz by selecting the repetition rate of the ultrasonic pulses
l6 .4s l .

There are several versions of the experimental realizations of mode-locked
()f synchronously pumped lasers. Table 6.1 gives a short summary of typical
rrperation parameters of the different techniques. More detailed representa-
tions of this subject can be found in 16.39-6.461.

(r. 1.5 Generation of Femtosecond Pulses

In the last sections it was shown that passive mode locking or synchronous
pumping allows the generation of light pulses with a pulse width below 1ps.
l{ccently some new techniques have been developed that generate still shorter
lrulses. The shortest light pulses reported up to now are only 5-fs long 16.120).
At ).:600nm this corresponds to less than 3 oscillation periods of visible
light! Generation of higher harmonics of such shorl pulses produces even
shorter pulses in the VUV with pulsewidths of around 100 attoseconds (0.1 fs).
We will now discuss some of these new techniques.
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a) The Colliding Pulse Mode-Locked Laser

A cw ring dye laser pumped by an argon laser can be passively mode
locked by an absorber inside the ring resonator. The mode-locked dye laser
pulses travel into both directions in the ring, clockwise and counterclockwise
(Fig.6.16). If the absorber, realized by a thin dye jet, is placed at a location
where the path length A1-AZ between the amplifying jet and the absorbing
jet is just one-quarter of the total ring length L, the net gain per round-trip
is maximum when the counterpropagating pulses collide within the absorber.
This can be seen as follows:

For this situation the time separation 57 : Tl2 between the passage of
successive pulses (one clockwise and the next counter-clockwise) through the
amplifier achieves the maximum value of one-half of the round-trip time 7.
This means that the amplifying medium has a maximum time to recover its
inversion after it was depleted by the previous pulse.

The total pulse intensity in the absorber where the two pulses collide is
twice that of a single pulse. This means larger saturation and less absorp-
tion. Both effects lead to a maximum net gain if the two pulses collide in the
absorber jet.

At a proper choice of the amplifying gain and the absorption losses, this
situation will automatically be realized in the passively mode-locked ring dye
laser. It leads to an energetically favorable stable operation, which is called
colliding-pulse mode (CPM) locking, and the whole system is termed a CPM
loser. This mode of operation results in particularly short pulses down to
50fs. There are several reasons for this pulse shortening:

(i) The transit time of the light pulses through the thin absorber jet
(d< l00pm) is only about 400fs. During their supetposition in the absorber
the two colliding light pulses form, for a short time, a standing wave, which
generates, because of saturation eff'ects, a spatial modulation N, (z) of the ab-
sorber density 1{ and a corresponding refractive index grating with a period
of Xl2 (Fig.6.17). This grating causes a partial reflection of the two inci-

Fig.6.16. CPM ring dye laser. The distance A|_A2 is one-quarter the t(Ía] r.ound-tl.i1-t
length I

pump beam
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ig.6.17a,b. Density grating generated in the absorber jet by the colliding optical pulses
r two different times: (a) partial overlap at time ts- Lt1, (b) complete overlap at t:to

l('r)l light pulses. The reflected par-t of one pulse superimposes and interferes
r ith the oppositely traveling pulse, resulting in a coupling of the two pulses.
\ t 1 : /6 the constructive interference is maximized (additive-pulse mode
l ,  r1( ing;

(ii) The absotption of both pulses has a minimum when the two pulse
rurxima just overlap. At this time the grating is most pronounced and the cou-

1'ling is maximized. The pulses are therefore shortened for each successive
',,und-trip until the shortening is compensated by other phenomena, which
ruse a broadening of the pulses. One of these effects is the dispersion due
,, the dielectric layers on the resonator mirrors, which causes a different
r( )ultd-trip time for the different wavelengths contained in the short pulse. The
lrorter the pulses the broader their spectral profile 1().) becomes and the more
,,'r'ioLrs are dispersion effects.

The miror dispersion can be compensated up to the first order by inserting
r r rto the ring resonator (Fig. 6. I 8) dispersive prisms, which introduce different
,rlrtici if path lengths dnn(X) t6.481. This dispersion compensation can be op-
tirrrized by shifting the prisms perpendicularly to the pulse propagation, thus
.rrljLrsting the optical path length drn(L) of the pulses through the prisms.

In principle, the lower limit A7,nin of the pulse width is given by the
ltrtrl icr l imit AI,,,i,, :ttl\v, where a.' 1 is a constant that depends on the
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7 '+Á1 ,

Fig.6.18. Compensation of mirror dis-
peÍsion by prisms within the cavity

time profile of the pulse (Sect,6.2.2). The larger the spectral width áu of the
gain proÍile is, the smaller Á7],'i,' becomes. In reality, however, the dispersion
effects' which increase with áu, become more and more important and pre-

vent reaching the principal lower limit of Á[''n. In Fig.6.19 the achievable
limit A4,.in is plotted against the spectral bandwidth fbr different dispersions

[fs/cm], where the dashed curve gives the dispersion-free Fourier limit of the
pulse width LT 16.48,6.491.

Pulse widths below 100fs can be reached with this CMP technique

[6.50,6.51]. If the CPM ring dye laser is synchronously pumped by a mode-
locked argon laser stable operation over many hours can be realized 16.52).
Using a novel combination of saturable absorber dyes and a frequency-

doubled mode-locked Nd:YAG laser as a pump, pulse widths down to 39ps
dt X:815 nm have been reported t6.531.
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Fig.6.19. Theoretical lower limit of pulse width a7 as a function of the spectral band-
width Au of a mode-locked laser for different values of the dispersion parameter /)

ItslTHzl 16.1201

b) Kerr Lens Mode Locking

For a long time dye solutions were the favorite gain medium for the gen-

eration of femtosecond pulses because of their broad spectral gain region.
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\lcanwhile, different solid state gain materials have been found with very
I'road fluorescence bandwidths, which allow, in combination with new non-
rrrcar phenomena, the realization of light pulses down to 5 fs.

For solid-state lasers typical lifetimes of the upper laser level range from
l () 'í, 

S to 10 3 s. This is much longer than the time between Successive pulses
rr a mode-locked pulse train, which is about 10-20ns. Therefore the satura-
ron of the amplifying medium cannot recover within the time between two
,Lrlses and the amplifying medium therefore cannot contribute to the mode
()cking by dynamic saturation as in the case of CPM mode locking discussed
'clbre. One needs a fast saturable absorber, where the saturation can follow
lrc short pulse profile of the mode-locked pulses. Such passively mode-locked
,olid-state lasers might not be completely stable with regard to pulse stability
rrrd pulse intensities and they generally do not deliver pulses below 1ps.

The crucial breakthrough for the realization of ultrafast pulses below 100 fs
,r'as the discovery of a fast pulse-forming mechanism in 1991, cal7ed Kerr lens
,rrile locking (KLM), which can be understood as follows:

For large incident intensities 1 the refractive index n of a medium depends
,n the intensity. One can write

n(co,  I)  :  noGt) +n2kD)L

i his intensity-dependent change of the refractive index is caused by the non-
linear polarization of the electron shell induced by the electric field of the
,'ptical wave and is therefore called the optical Kerr effect.

Because of the radial intensity variation of a Gaussian laser beam, the
,cliactive index of the medium under the influence of a laser beam shows a ra-
'lial gradient with the maximum value of n atÍhe central axis. This acts as
r locusing lens and leads to focusing of the incident laser beam, where the
local length depends on the intensity. Since the central part of the pulse time-

aperlUre

pu|se time proÍi|es

before
aperture
' - . r .

t

1, ig. .20. Kerr lcns mode locking

behind
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proÍile has the largest intensiy' it is also focused more Strongly than the outer
parts, where the intensity is lower. A circular aperture at the right place in-
side the laser resonator transmits only this central pafi, that is, it cuts away
the leading and trailing edges and the transmitted pulse is therefore shofter
than the incident pulse (Fig.6.20).

r'xamp|e Ó.J.

.1:.i.Foi1..$ápph!ié...l ;o. 
. '..:llln.i'Ó'l1.o..cmalW.11;1at 
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'..'..fie.....iefrlrctiíé'....i éí'.l'.cht sés','.,biy.,...^]b:'.;l.3..].i..10_l n6. For a wave w,ith..'..x...a.'....l
,.1]l..1.0001'rtttr:.'.;thiíl..l1!e s:.1l.!Ó..''.á.'. áso.'..'ihiftlll.ofl:'..A.@ : (2x lL) A,n : 300 ..2n1l....áftef.,..'.
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..,..& l..R.=,.u.cm.',,witttl,.'ttte'r'onoit inel..roca....l.9'!.8thl.:lof.,!he,.Ke*..1n"':

Often the laser medium itself acts as Kerr medium and forms an additional
lens inside the laser resonator. This is shown schematically in Fig. 6.2I, where
the lenses with focal lengths fi and f2 are in practice curved mirors 16.541.
Without the Kerr lens the resonator is stable if the distance between the two
lenses is Ít -| f2, With the Kerr lens this distance has to be modified to

.ft * f2 -| á, where the quantity á depends on the focal length of the Kerr lens,
and therefore on the pulse intensity. If the distance between the two lenses is

Ít+ Íz'*á the resonator is only stable for values of á within the limits

0 < á < á 1  ,  o r  á z < á < á t * 6 z ,

where

. t 2 S2
Á^ - ., I
v Z  -  

1o1 -  .11d) - 12
(6.r2)

Choosing the right value of á makes the resonator stable only for the time
interval around the pulse maximum.

In Fig. 6.22 the experimental setup for a femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser
with Ken lens mode locking is shown, where the amplifying laser medium
acts simultaneously as a Kerr lens. The folded resonator is designed in such

Fig.6.21. Schematic illustration of Kerr lens mode locking inside the laser resonatur
I6.541
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1"ig.6.22. Schematic diagram of the MDC Ti:sapphire oscillator used for soft-aperture and
irrrd-aperture mode locking [6.54]

.r way that only the most intense part of the pulse is sufficiently focused by the
lr.cn lens to always pass for every round-trip through the spatially confined
,rctive region pumped by the argon-ion laser. Here the active gain medium
,lcfined by the pump focus acts as spatial "soft aperture." A mechanical aper-
ttrre A in front of mirror M4 in Fi9.6.22 realizes "hard aper-ture" Kerr lens
rrrode locking. Output pulses with pulsewidths below 10fs have been demon-
,trated with this design.

A Kerr-lens mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser with a threshold that is ten
rlnes less than in conventional Ken-lens lasers has been reported by Fujimoto
.nd his group [6.54]. The schematic diagram of this design with an astigmat-
r.'ally compensated folded cavity is shown in Fig. 6.23. The dispersion of the
rrvity is compensated by a prism pair and the output coupler has a trans-

rrrission of 1.7o. The low threshold permits the use of low-power inexpensive
rrrrnp lasers.

An alternative method for the realization of KLM uses the birefringent
lrrrperties of the Kerr medium, which turns the plane of polarization of the
i!,ht wave passing through the Ken medium. This is illustrated inFig.6.24.
l hc incident wave passes through a linear polarizer and is then elliptically

1'trlarized by aXl4-plate. The Kerr medium causes a time dependent nonlin-
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ltiy.(t,23. Schematic diagram of the
r r ror l c - lock ing 16.55 |

1% output coupler

ultralow-threshold Ti:Al2O3 laser with Kerr-lens
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Fig. 6.24. Polarization-additive pulse modeJocking [6.56]

ear polaization rotation. A )'12-plate and a linear polarizer behind the Kerr
medium can be arranged in such a way that the pulse transmission reaches its
maximum at the peak of the incident pulse, thus shortening the pulse width
t6.561. This device acts similarly to a passive saturable absorber and is par-
ticularly useful for fiber lasers with ultrashort pulses.

6.1.6 Optical Pulse Compression

Since the principle lower limit AZ.in:1'l6v of the optical pulse is given
by the spectral bandwidth öv of the gain medium, it is desirable to make öu
as large as possible. The idea of spectral broadening of optical pulses by
self-phase modulation in optical fibers with subsequent pulse compression
represented a breakthrough for achieving pulsewidths of only a few femtosec-
onds. The method is based on the following principle:

When an optical pulse with the spectral amplitude distribution E(a) ptop-
agates through a medium with refractive index n(a), its time proflle will
change because the group velocity

d t , t  d ,  . d r o n, s :  f i . :  *- :(upnfr)  
:  uot , - ;k f t ,  (6.13)

which gives the velocity of the pulse maximum, shows a dispersion

(6.r4)

For d2otldk2 10, the velocity differs for the different frequency compo-
nents of the pulse, which means that the shape of the pulse will change
during its propagation through the medium (GVD : group velocity disper-
sion) (Fig.6.25a). For negative dispersion (dnldX < 0), for example, the red
wavelengths have a larger velocity than the blue ones, that is, the pulse be-
comes spatially broader.

If the optical pulse of a mode-locked laser is focused into an optical fiber,
the intensity 1 becomes very high. The amplitude of the forced oscillations
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spatiallv broadened chirped pulse
+

in i t ia l  pulse

b)
l,'ig.6.25a,b. Spatial and spectral broadening of a pulse in a medium with normal lin-
L'ar (a) and nonlinear (b) refractive index

of the electrons in the fiber material under the influence of the optical field
increases with the field amplitude and the refractive index becomes intensity
rlependent:

n(a, I) : nokt) + n2l(t) , (6.15)

where ns(o) describes the linear dispersion (see Sect.6.1.5). The phase {:
ul - kz of the optical wave E : Eo cos(arl - kz) with k : notlc

I  :  a t  - , " :  : ,  ( ,  -  ^ : )  -  A I ( t ) ,

I(t) : cq 
I 

Wrfr, 1112 cosz(c,;t - t z)da .

dl
dt

with A: nza! ,
C

(6.16)

(6.r7)

(6 .18)

now depends on the intensity

Since the momentary optical frequency

dI
: a ) n - A -"d r

is a function of the time derivative dlldt, (6.18) illustrates that the frequency
tlccreases at the leading edge of the pulse (dl/dt > 0), while at the trailing
cdge (dI / dt < 0) ro increases (self-phase modulation). The leading edge is red
shifted, the trailing edge blue shifted. This frequency shift during the pulse
time z is called "chirp". The spectral profile of the pulse becomes broader
(ljig. 6.25b).

spectral broadening
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The linear dÍspersion z6(l) causes a spatial broadening, the intensity-
dependent refractive index n2l(t) a spectral broadening. The spatial broad-
ening of the pulse (which comesponds to a broadening of its time profile) is
proportional to the length of the fiber and depends on the spectral width Aa-r
of the pulse and on its intensity.

A quantitative description starts from the wave equation for the pulse en-
velope t6.57,6.581

AE  I AE  i  0 u , 32E
-  - - L  - -  - L  - - - - l -  -  í . |

3z u, 8r 2u! 3a 3rz

which can be derived from the general wave equation with the slowly varying
envelope approximation Q'0, E l Oz, << 3 E l őz) t6. l 6].

For a pulse of initial width z, which propagates with the group velocity ut
through a medium of length L, the solution of (6.19) yields the pulse width
t6.sel

EL a*
w i t h  T . :  I  .  . ^ j  .

\ , á  d a

(6.1e)

(6.20)

For z: tr,the initial pulse width z increases by a factor .,/2. Pulses that are
shorter than the critical pulse width z. become broader. After the length

(6.2r)

the pulse width has doubled. The relative pulse broadening sharply lncreases
with decreasing width z of the incident pulse.

The compression of this spectrally and spatially broadened pulse can now
be achieved by a grating pair with the separation D Íhat has a larger path-
length for red wavelengths than for blue ones and therefore delays the leading
red edge of the pulse compared to its blue trailing edge. This can be seen
as follows [6.60]: the optical pathlength S().) between two phase-fronts of
a plane wave before and after the grating is, according toFig.6.26

S ( ) , ) : S r - f S z :  
D r ( 1* s i n y )  

,  w i t h  y : 90 " - ( a+ f ) .  ( 6 . 22 )
cos B

This transforms with cos(o -| É) : cos cV cos B - sin o sin B into

l - 1
s ( t r )  :  D  |  - * co s c r - s i n a t an  B  l  .Lcos  p  J

With the grating equation d(sina - sin B) : ). of a grating with groove separa-
tion d and its dispersion dB I dX : 1 I (d cos B) for agiven angle of incidence o
(Sect.4.1.3), we obtain the spatial dispersion

l l  r t  . u . /2 t2
r  _  | - ,  ö ,
" _ \ z  l u , l ö a

ds ds dB *D.
dX-  dP dX-  d2cos3B

-DX

I * ( t " / t ) 4 ,

dzII - ()"ld - sinq)2f3/2
(6.23)
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1,ig.6.27. Experimental arrangement for the generation of femtosecond pulses by self-
t'lrase-modulation with subsequent pulse compression by a grating pair [6.61]

I lris shows that the dispersion is proportional to the grating separation D and
rrcreases with ).. By choosing the conect value of D one can just compensate
tlre chirp of the pulse generated in the optical fiber and obtain a compressed
I  r r r l se .

A typical experimental arrangement is depicted in Fig.6.27 16.6Il. The op-
treal pulse from the mode-locked laser is spatially and spectrally broadened in
tlro optical fiber and then compressed by the grating pair. The dispersion of
tlro grating pair can be doubled if the pulse is reflected by the minor M and
lrrsses the grating pair again. Pulse widths of 16fs have been obtained with
ruch a system 16.621.

With a combination of prisms and gratings (Fig.6.28) not only the
(luadratic but also the cubic term in the phase dispersion

(6.24)

r'un be compensated t6.631. This allows one to reach pulsewidths of 6fs.
More information and a detailed discussion of the different compression

tcchniques can be found in 16.641.

t@) : t@ * (#),,k,-,,, .:(#),,k,- ao)z

. : (#).o(a-roo)3 ,
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M

Fig.6.28. Sequence of grating pairs and prism pairs for the compensation of quadratic

and cubic phase dispersion. LL, and MM/ are two phase-fronts. The solid line Íepresents
a reference path and the dashed line illustrates the paths for the wave of wavelength l',

which is <liffracted by an angle B at the first grating and refracted by an angle a against
the reÍ.erence path in a prism [6.63]

6.1.7 Sub 10-fs Pulses with Chirped Laser Mirrors

The development of broadband saturable semiconductor absorber mirrors and

of dispersion-engineered chirped multilayer dielectric miffors has allowed the

realization of self-starting ultrashofi laser pulses, which routinely reach sub-
10-fs pulsewidths and peak powers above the megawatt level.

Femtosecond pulse generation relies on a net negative intracavity group-

delay dispersion (GDD). Since solid-state gain media introduce a frequency-
dependent positive dispersion, this must be overcompensated by media inside

the laser cavity that have a coffespondingly large negative dispersion. We saw
in Sect.6.l.5 that intracavity prisms can be used as such compensators. How-

ever, here the GDD shows a large wavelength dependence and for very short
pulses (with a conesponding broad spectral range) this results in asymmet-
ric pulse shapes with broad pedestals in the time domain. The invention of

chirped dielectric low-loss laser mirrors has brought a substantial improve-
ment [6.65].

A chirped mirror is a dielectric miffor with many alternate layers with low

and high indices of refraction. The reflectivity r at each boundary is r: (nr-

nl)l@r+r?l). If the optical thicknesses of these layers are always the same,

we have the Bragg reflector shown in Fig.6.29a. Such a mirror will, however,

not generate a chirp in the reflected pulse. To achieve such a chirp the thick-

nesses of the layers must slowly vary from the first to the last layeq as shown
in Fig.6.29b. Two different wavelengths within the spectral bandwidth of thc
pulse now penetrate different path lengths into the stack and therefore suffer

a different delay (positive group delay dispersion). When they are superim-
posed again after reflection, the reflected pulse has become broader because ol'

the chirp. Proper engineering of the chirped minor allows good compensati()ll
of the negative group dispersion of the laser cavity. In the mirror in Fig.6.29a
only the Bragg wavelength is linearly chirped. For the double-chirped mir-
ror in Fig. 6.29b, the spectral width for which dispersion compensatiotr cittl

rr. I Generation of Short

Bragg mirror: TiO2 /SiO2
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1 ^

'  |dyE|  ó
+

1,1
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Chirped mirror: only Bragg wavelength ),8 chirped

negative
dispersion:

Lz > ),t

impendace - matching sections

tig.6.29a--c. Chirped minors: (a) Bragg minor with no chirp; (b) simple chirped miror
,,r one wavelength; (c) double-chirped mirror with matching sections to avoid residual
' l lections [6.68]

'r' r'eached is greatly increased. This also means that very short pulses can be
,roperly chirped. In order to avoid undesired reflections from the front surface
,r I'rom sections inside the mirror that cause oscillations in the group disper-
r()n, an antireflection coating and matching sections between the Bragg layers
Í( 'necessary t6.68].

Instead of varying the thicknesses of the layers, one can also produce
lruped mirrors by smoothly altering the indices of refraction and the differ-
rrec between them (nr-n1) (F ig.6.30).

'fhese 
mirrors may be regarded as one-dimensional holograms that are

', rrcrated when a chirped and an unchirped laser pulse from opposite direc-
rtrtlS áÍe superimposed in a medium where they generate a refractive index
,,rllcrn proportional to their total intensity t6.661. When a chirped pulse is re-
l,'r'(cd by such a hologram, it becomes compressed, similar to the situation
rt l r  phase-conjugated minors.

lrr practice, such mirrors are produced by evaporation techniques con-
r,rllcd by a corresponding computer program. In Fig.6.30 the variation of
lrL'r'cl'ractive index for the different dielectric layers is shown for a mirror
,rtlr negative GDD, and in Fig.6.31 the reflectivity and the group delay is

t'lottcd as a function of wavelength for mirrors with negatively and positively
lrirpcd graded-index profiles. In combination with Kerr lens mode locking
'r, lr chirped mirrors allow the generation of femosecond pulses down to 4fs
r '  5 .1  1 .

l)ouble-chirped mirror: Bragg wavelength and
coupling chirped dh + )ts l4
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Another alternative for the generation of ultrafast pulses is the passive
mode locking by fast semiconductor saturable absorbers in front of chirped
mirrors (Fig. 6.31) in combination with Kerr lens mode lockine 16.671. The re-
covery time of the saturable absorber must be generally faster then the laser
pulse width. This is provided by KLM, which may be regarded as artificial
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saturable absorber
15 nm GaAs

-coating AlP3

z [pm]

l'ig.6.32. Semiconductor Bragg
t6.671

(AlAs/AlGaAs Bragg minor)

mirror with a 15-nm saturable absorber laver of GaAs

saturable absorber that is as fast as the Ker nonlinearity following the laser
intensity. Since the recovery time in a semiconductor material is given by the
lelaxation of the excited electrons into the initial state in the valence band,
these materials represent fast saturable absorbers in the sub-picosecond range,
but do not reach the 1O-fs limit. Nevertheless, soliton-like pulses down to 13 fs
have been achieved.

oc
l,'ig.6.33. Setup of the double-Z cavity for an ultrashort pulse Ti:sapphire laser. The
two prisms Pr and Pz and eight bounces on double-chirped mirrors Mz-Mo provide flat
rlispersion. A second focus in a BK7-plate (P) leads to enhanced SPM, and the laser

ltcncrates significantly wider spectra [6.68]
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A combination of saturable semiconductor media in front of a chirped
miffor and KLM techniques can be used for reliable operation of sub-IO-fs
pulses.

A possible setup for generating the shortest pulses without pulse compres-
sion is shown in Fig. 6.33. It consists of five chirped mirrors Mz-Mo and two
prisms Pr, Pz.This setup provides a flat dispersion by the mirrors and disper-
sion compensation by the prisms. The curved mirrors focus the pump beam
into the laser crystal X. The glass plate P in the second focus causes self-
phase modulation which results in a significantly wider spectrum of the laser
emission and thus a shorter pulse [6.68].

6.1.8 FÍber Lasers and Optical Solitons

In the Sect.6.1.7 we discussed the self-phase modulation of an optical pulse
in a fiber because of the intensity-dependent refractive index n: no-lnzl(t).
While the resultant spectral broadening of the pulse leads in a medium with
normal negative dispersion (dnoldX < 0) to a spatial broadening of the pulse,
an anomalous linear dispersion (dnoldX > 0) would result in a pulse com-
pression. Such anomalous dispersion can be found in fused q|]aÍtz fibers for
). > l.3pm [6.69,6.70]. Fora suitable choice of thepulse intensity the disper-
sion effects caused by no6) and by n2l(t) may cancel, which means that the
pulse propagates through the medium without changing its time profile. Such
a pulse is named a fundamental soliton [6.71,6.72].

Introducing the refractive index n : nO + nzl into the wave equation (6.19)
yields stable solutions that are called solitons of order N. While the fun-
damental soliton (N: 1) has a constant time profile I(t), the higher-order
solitons show an oscillatory change of their time profile I(t): Íhe pulsewidth
decreases at first and then increases again. After a path length eo, which de-
pends on the refractive index of the fiber and on the pulse intensity, the soliton
recovers its initial form 1(r) 16.73,6.141.

optical solitons in fused qaarÍz fibers can be utilized to achieve stable fem-
tosecond pulses in broadband infrared lasers, such as the color-center laser or
the Ti:sapphire laser. Such a system is called a soliton laser 16.75-6.821. Its
experimental realization is shown nFi9.6.34.

A KCI:T1' color-center laser with end mirrors Ms and M1 is syn-
chronously pumped by a mode-locked Nd:YAG laser. The output pulses o1'
the color-center laser at L:1.5nm pass the beam splitter S. A fraction ol'
the intensity is reflected by S and is focused into an optical fiber where the
pulses propagate as solitons, because the dispersion of the fiber at 1.5pm is
dn/dX > 0. The pulses are compressed, are reflected by M5, pass the fiber
again, and are coupled back into the laser resonator. If the length of the fiber
is adjusted properly, the transit time along the path MU-S-M5-S-M6 jLrst
equals the round-trip time T :2d/c through the laser resonator Ms-M1-M1y.
In this case compressed pulses are always injected into the laser resonator
a t  t he  p rope r  t imes  7 :7g1q2d l c  (q :Í ,2 , . . . )  t o  supe r impose  the  pu l s c s
circulating inside the laser cavity. This injection of shortened pulses leads to

i ' I Generation of Short Laser Pulses

' rlccrease of the laser pulse width until other broadening mechanisms, which
rr'l.QílSe with decreasing pulse width, compensate the pulse shortening.

In order to match the phase of the reflected fiber light pulse to that of the
rr ity intemal pulse, the two resonator path lengths have to be equal within
srnall fraction of a wavelength. The output power, transmitted through S to

irt'cletector, critically depends on the proper matching of both cavity lengths
rrl can therefore be used as feedback control for stabilizing the length of the
',('r' resonator, which is controlled by the position of M4 mounted on a piezo
,lirrder. It turns out that the best stabilization can be achieved with solitons
r o l c l e r  N > 2 1 6 . ' 7 6 1 .

With such a KCI:TI" color-center soliton laser, stable operation with pulse
r,l(hs of 19fs was demonstrated t6.B1l. This corresponds at )":1.5pm to

,rlv lbur oscillation periods of the infrared wave. More about soliton lasers
rr be found in [6.75-6.83].

I'hc fabrication of rare-earth-doped optical fibers with a wide bandwidth
rrrr l.rave pushed the development of optical fiber amplifiers. This large
rrrrlwidth together with the low pump power requirements facilitated the re-
r,, rrtion of passively mode-locked femtosecond fiber lasers. The advantages
I srrcl.r fiber lasers are their compact setup with highly integrated optical
, 'rrrponents, their reliability, and their prealignment, which makes their daily
l,t 'r 'rrtion more convenient [6.78].

l hc basic principle of a fiber ring laser is schematically shown in Fig.6.35.
llri' pLrmp laser is coupled into the fiber ring laser through a fiber splice and
r( outpllt power is extracted through a second splice. The fiber ring consists
.l rlc*itlive (-B) and positive (+Éz) dispersion parts with an erbium ampli-
rrr rrrcclium where the dispersion can be controlled by small concentrations

I tlopirrrts. The isolator enforces unidirectional operation and fiber loops pre-

291

L 2

M 5

detector

'  rq. (r.J4. Sol iton laser [6.82]
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Fig.6.35. (a) Basic principle of fiber ring laser with positive and negative dispersion parts

of the fiber; (b) linear fiber laser (FR, Faraday rotator; FRM' Faraday rotator minor;

SA, saturable absorber); (c) Íully integrated passively mode-Iocked Nd-fiber laser (CFBG,

chirped fiber Bragg grating Íbr dispersion compensation; SAM, saturable absorber minor)

i6.781

Serve the polarization State. Instead of ring f,ber lasers, linear Íiber lasers have

also been realized, as shown in Fig. 6.35b. The saturable absorber in front o1'

the end mirror allows passive mode locking and results in femtosecond op-

eration. An example of a fully integrated Íiber femtosecond laser is given in

Fig.6.35c, where the saturable absorber is butted directly to a fiber end, and

a chirped fiber Bragg grating (CFBG) is used for dispersion compensation.

output pulses with about 70-pJ pulse energy and pulse widths below

l0Ofs have been generated with such fiber lasers [6.79].
Soliton ring Íiber lasers can be also rea|ized with active mode locking by

polarization modulation t6.801, or by additive-pulse mode locking (APM). In

(r. I Generation of Short Laser Pulses 293

lhe latter technique the pulse is split into the two arms of an interferometer
rrnd the coherent superposition of the self-phase modulated pulses results in
pr-rlse shortening [6.56].

The tuning range of an erbium soliton laser could be greatly enlarged
lry Raman shifting t6.B4l. Such a system, which delivers 170fs bandwidth-
lirnited pulses with pulse energies of 24pJ, could be tuned from 1000nm to
1070 nm. After amplification in an erbium fiber amplifier, output pulses with
/,11s width and 8 nJ could be obtained. Frequency-doubling in a periodically
poled lithium-niobate crystal shifts the infrared soliton laser wavelength into
thc visible range [6.85].

6.1.9 Wavelength-Ttrnable Ultrashort Pulses

lJp to now we have only discussed femtosecond lasers that can deliver short
pulses with a fixed wavelength. For time-resolved spectroscopy the tunability
,rl'the wavelength provides many advantages, and so much effort has been ex-
ponded in the development of sources of ultrashort pulses with a wide tuning
rlrnge' There aÍe Several ways to realize them.

Similar to cw lasers, active media with a broad spectral gain profile can
lrc used for pulsed lasers. With wavelength-selective optical elements inside
tlrc laser resonator, the laser wavelength can be tuned across the whole gain
pr.ofile. However, the drawback is the widening of the pulse length AZ with
,lccreasing spectral width Au due to the principal Fourier limit Af > 2tr/Lv.

.z idler

a)

,)/urr"n ur.o
pump oeam

l)ump oeam
op

signal beam =
amplif ied seed beam

ÚJS

b)

I ig. (r.3 a,b. Schematic diagram of parametric oscillator (a) and (b) noncollinear optical
..| | i lI l lctr ic arrrpl iÍier NoPA

non l inear

crystal

non l inear
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Therefore, a new principle was developed for the generation of ultrashort

tunable pulses which is básed on paÍametric oscillators and amplifiers (see

Vol. 1, Sect.5.8.8).
In the parametric oscillator (Fig.6.36a), a pump photon-fiaro-is split in

a nonlinear optical crystal into a signal photon ho" and an idler photon frroi,

such that energy and momentum are conserved:

In the parametric amplifier two laser beams are focused into the nonlinear op-

tical crystal: the seed laser beam with frequency co, and a strong pump beam

with rr.,". Due to the parametric process in the nonlinear crystal, a new wave

is lene"rated with a áiff"'"n"" fiequency Oi: ?9'_ co, (Fig.6.36b). Most of

the"pump photons split up into a signal and an idler photon where.the signal

phoionsi.'perimposé the seed photons and amplify the weak seed.beam.

There aie important differences with the amplification in media with in-

verted populations, where the gain depends on the time interval in which the

inversion-can be maintained. For conventional laser pulse amplification, the

width of the amplified pulse therefore depends on the width of the pump pulse

(see Fig.6.1), aithougtr the time profile of the amplified pulse does not nec-

essaritf touow that öf tr'" po-p pulse. For parametric amplification, on the

other hand, there is no pop.rtutionlnversion in the gain medium. The amplifi-

cation is due to the nonlinear interaction between pump and seed pulses, and

the time profile of the amplified seed pulse is the convolution of the seed pulse

and pump pulse profiles.
In order to ensure that this superposition is always in phase, the phase

velocities of the interacting waves have to be matched. This corresponds ex-

actly to the phase-matching condition for the frequency do,r,rblls in nonlinear

crystals and is equivalent to momentum conservation (6.25b) for the interact-

ing photons. This condition can be realized in birefringent crystals. However,

tnáre is an additional condition: if the three short pulses are to have maximum

overlap during their passage through the crystal and therefore an optimum in-

teractibn, tlteir group velicities must also be matched. This cannot generally

be achieved for the collinear propagation of seed and pump beams in bire-

fringent crystals. With a g.oup u"to.ity mismatch, the amplified signal pulse

becőmes broader and the amplification factor decreases from its optimum

value. The noncollinear arrangement shown in Fig.6.37, caTLed NoPA (non-

collinear optical parametric amplifier), solves this problem. wit!_1ne angle tlr

between the pump and seed beams, momentum conservation (6.25b) gives for

the angle í2 between signal and idler beams the relation

a P :  @ s *  a i

k r : k r f k i .

(6.25a)

(6.Zsb)

9 : Ú(I *)'1l)',) . (6.26)
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8ig.6.37. Group-velocity matching in
a noncollinear optical parametric ampli-
fier (NOPA)

(6.21)

un"'nnu' = coso. vnidl"t

l;or a properly chosen value of !r, the group velocities

ulot"t : cos I. r;t"ut : cos( +,,lrLil),Jus;snal

o=ví r* - l . ' ]
(  x " J

of idler and signal waves in the selected direction become equal. The phase-
rnatching condition for the phase velocities can be fulfilled by choosing the
proper angle with respect to the optical axis of the nonlinear crystal.

Wavelength tuning over a larger spectral range can be achieved in the fol-
lowing way (Fig.6.38).

A small part of the pump beam at ).n is focused into a CaF2 plate, where
it generates a spectral continuum in the focus. Most of the pump beam is
l'r'equency doubled in a nonlinear crystal. The continuum emission from this
srnall bright spot in the CaFz plate is collected by a parabolic mirror and im-

spherical
mirror

l,'ig.6.38. Tunable optical parametric amplifier with a white light source and a blue pump
lrrscr [6.85]
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Fig.6.39. Principle design of a NOPA [6.93]

aged into a nonlineaÍ BBo crystal, where it represents the seed beam which

oierlaps with the frequency-doubled beam of the pump laser at )"p12. .The
angle between the optical axis and the seed beam allows phase-matching
foisum or difference frequency generation only for a specific wavelength of

the seed beam. For this orientation of the crystal, the phase and group ve-

locities of the interacting waves must be equal. Changing this angle allows

continuous tuning of the output wavelength t6.B5l. For a pump wavelength
),p12:387 nm and a seed continuum between 500 nm and 800 nm' the output

wavelength can be tuned across the whole visible range [6'87]'
Such a widely tunable NOPA consists essentially of three parts (Fig.6'39):

(a) The generation of a spectral continuum for the seed beam

iU) T'n" parametric amplifier, which is the nonlinear optical crystal where
pumt beam and seed beam overlap and the amplified output beam is gen-

érated at the sum or difference frequency due to parametric interaction
(c) The pulse compressor, which may consist of a prism or grating aÍTange-

ment (see the next section).

With such a system, pulses with widths of less than 20 fs could be generated

with wavelengttt* tnui are continuously tunable in the visible between 470nm

and 750nm und in the near infrared between 865nm and 1600nm 16.881.
The real experimental setup is somewhat more complicated, because of the

many lenses, -i.ro.., beam-splitters and apertures that improve the quality

of the beam. This is illustrated by Fig.6.40, which shows a NOPA built in

Freiburg 16.891.
For many spectroscopic experiments, more than one laser is necessary

t6.90,6.911. Here a design which offers three independently tunable phase-

coherent *ou.""t is very helpful 16.92l.Its principle is illustrated in Fig.6.4l.
A small fraction of the pump beam generates a broad spectral continuum

in a sapphire plate. The larger fraction is frequency doubled and-sent by beam
splitteis-into three BBO crystals for parametric amplification. The seed beam
c^ollimated from the focal spot in the sapphire plate is also imaged into the

three BBO crystals, where they are superimposed on the frequency-doubled
pump beams. The three parametric amplifiers can be independently tuned by

"tlunging 
the orientationJof the crystals. The total tuning range is only limited

by the spectral bandwidth of the seed beam continuum.
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Fig,6.42a,b. Wavelength-ranges available with NOPAs pumped by a Ti:sapphire regen-
erative amplifier based on second harmonic frequency generation SHG of the NOPA
output (a) and sum-frequency generation SFG (b) [6.85]

The wavelength ranges available with the second harmonic and the sum-
frequency generation based on paÍametric device Schemes are illustrated by
the schematic design in Fig.6.42 Í6.93).

6.1.10 Shaping of Ultrashort Light Pulses

For many applications a specific time profile of short laser pulses is desired.
One example is the coherent control of chemical reactions (see Sect. 10.2) Re-
cently, some techniques have been developed that allow such pulse shaping
and that work as follows:

The output pulses of a femtosecond laser are reflected by an optical
diffraction grating. Because of the large spectral bandwidth of the pulse, the
different wavelengths are diffracted into different directions (Fig.6.43). The
divergent beam is made parallel by a lens and is sent through a liquid crys-
tal display (LCD), which is formed by a two-dimensional thin array of liquid
crystal pixels with transparent electrodes. The different wavelengths aÍe now
spatially separated. If a voltage is applied to a pixel, the liquid crystal changes
its refractive index and with it the phase of the transmitted partial wave'
Therefore the phase front of the transmitted pulse differs from that of the
incident pulse, depending on the individual voltages applied to the different
pixels. A second lens recombines the dispersed parttal waves, and reflection
by a second grating again overlaps the different wavelengths. This results in
a light pulse with a time profile that depends on the phase differences between
its spectral components, which in turn can be controlled by the LCD, driven
by a special computer program (Fie.6.4D Í6,94,6.95l. A self-learning algo-
rithm can be incorporated into the closed loop, which compares the output
pulse form with the wanted one and tries to vary the voltage at the different
pixels in such a way that the wanted pulse form is approximated [6.96]. More
details can be found in [6.97]

@
a)

O2

{D1
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hematic experimental setup for pulse shaping of femtosecond pulses [6.96]

laser pulse E'(t)

Fig.6.44. Optimization control loop of laser
pulse shaping by a leaming algorithm with
feedback [6.96]

6.1.11 Generation of High-Power Ultrashort Pulses

I'he peak powers of ultrashort light pulses, which are generated by the tech-
rriques discussed in the previous section, are for many applications not high
enough. Examples where higher powers are required are nonlinear optics and
lhe generation of VUV ultrashort pulses, multiphoton ionization and exci-
tation of multiply charged ions, the generation of high-temperature plasmas
lirr optical pumping of X-ray lasers, or industrial applications in short-time
rrraterial processing. Therefore, methods must be developed that increase the
cnergy and peak power of ultrashort pulses. One solution of this problem is
thc amplification of the pulses in dye cells that are pumped by pulsed, pow-
crÍ'ul lasers, such as excimer, Nd:YAG, or Nd:glass lasers (Fig.6.45). The
tlispersion of the amplifying cells leads to a broadening of the pulse, which

lens

f

^J2LCD),12

rl>
l,'ig.6.43. Sc

result
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G  1  S A l  G 2  S A 2  G 3  S A 3
Fig.6.45. Amplification of ultrashort light pulses through a chain of amplifier dye cells
G1-G4, pumped by a frequency-doubled pulsed Nd:YAG laser. Saturable absorbers SA1-
SA3 are placed between the amplifier cells in order to prevent feedback by reflection and
to suppress amplified spontaneous emission

can, however, be compensated by pulse compression with a grating pair. In
order to suppress optical feedback by reflection from cell windows and ampli-
f,cation of spontaneous emission, saturable absorber cells are placed between
the amplifying states, which are saturated by the wanted high-power pulses
but suppress the weaker fluorescence 16.98-6.1021.

If a laser beam with intensity 16 passes through an amplifier cell of
length Z and with a gain coefficient -cv (cv < 0), the output intensity becomes

Iout: Ioe-oL . (6.28)

With increasing intensity, saturation starts and the gain coefficient decreases
to

a(D : us/ (I -lS) : cvol(l + I / Is) (6.2e)

where a6:q(I:0) is the small signal gain for 1-+ 0 and 1r the saturation
intensity for which S: 1 (see Sect. 2.1). Equations (6.28) and (6.29) yield for
the amplification

dI/ dz: I(z)qo/Qk) /1") .

Integration yields

ÍG/I +I/I i l  dI : ao "f dz

'" fg) * 
1ou'- /o : aoL: rn Go .

\ 1 0 l  I s

This gives with 16 - 1in for the amplification factor

G : Go exp[-(1ou1 - Ii"/1")l

(6.30)

(6.31)

(6.32)

(6.33)
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ilhich results in the output intensity

luut: 10 -fln(Go/G) .

301

(6.34)

(6.3s)

(6.36)

I he amplified intensity therefore depends on the incident intensity {n, the
',rrrall signal gaan Gg, the saturated gain G and the saturation intensity 1s. If
rlrc amplifying medium is completely saturated, the gain drops to G : I and
/,,,,1 is limited to the maximum value

1#T : 11f ls ln Gs

rvhich can be reformed into

lour : / in ln(ColG).

ln order to achieve a larger amplification, several amplifier stages are neces-
' ' l l ry.

A serious limitation is the low repetition rate of most pump lasers used
Ior the amplifier chain. Although the input pulse rate of the pico- or fem-
Iosecond pulses from mode-locked lasers may be many megahertz, most
.,trlid-state lasers used for pumping only allow repetition rates below lkIlz.
('opper-vapor lasers can be operated up to 20kHz. Recently, a multi-kilohertz
Ii:Al2O3 amplifier for high-power femtosecond pulses at X:l64nm bas
lrcen reported 16. 1031.

Over the past ten years new concepts have been developed that have
rrrcreased the peak power of short pulses by more than four orders of mag-
nitude, reaching the terawatt (1012W) or even the petawatt (101sW) regime

+l n"+

oscillator stretcher amplifier compressor
a)

l;iE 6.46. Schematic diagram of chirped pulse amplification (CPA) [6.114]
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16.102,6.103-6.1741. One of these methods is based on chirped pulse ampli-
fication, which works as follows (Fig.6.46):

The femtosecond output pulse from the laser oscillator is stretched in time
by a large factor, for example, 10". This means that a 100-fs pulse becomes
l-ns long and its peak power decreases by the same factor. This long pulse is
now amplified by a factor up to 1010, which increases its energy, but, because
of the pulse stretching, the peak power is far smaller than for the case where
the initial short pulse had been amplified accordingly. This prevents destruc-
tion of the optics by peak powers that exceed the damage threshold. Finally,
the amplified pulse is again compressed before it is sent to the target.

We will now discuss the different components of this process in more
detail. The oscillator consists of one of the femtosecond devices discussed
previously. They deliver chirped pulses where the frequency of the light wave
varies during the pulse width Ar. Such a chirped pulse can be stretched by
a grating pair, where the two gratings, however, are not parallel as for pulse
compression, but are tilted against each other (Fig.6.47). This increases the
path difference between the blue and the red components in the pulse and
stretches the pulse length. Another design of an aberation-free pulse stretcher
with two curved minors and a grating is described in 16.102l and is depicted
in Fig.6.48.

The amplification is performed in a multipass amplifier system. Here the
stretched laser pulse is sent many times through a gain medium, which is
pumped by a nanosecond pump pulse from a Nd:YAG laser (regenerative
amplifier, Fig.6.a8). For amplification of Ti:sapphire pulses a highly doped
Ti:sapphire crystal serves as the gain medium. After each transit of the
stretched pulse through the gain medium, which depletes the inversion, the
pump pulse regenerates it again. Often the system is designed in such a way
that the different transits pass at slightly different locations through the am-
plifying medium. The number of transits depends on the geometrical mirror
arrangement and is limited by the duration of the pump pulse.

grating .| L Í f L grating 2

8ig.6.47. Design for stretching femtosecond pulses and generation of a frequency chirp
system of a 3-TW lO-Hz
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1,ig.6.48. Regenerative amplifier for short light pulses

l,'ig.6.49. Schematic diagram of the oscillator-amplifier'I ' i :sapphire 
CPA laser [6.102]
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A second amplifier stage can be used for higher amplification. The differ-
ent stages are separared by an optical diode, which prevents back reflections
into the previouístage. A Pockels cell (PC) selects the amplified pulses with
a repetition rate of a few kilohertz (limited by the pump laser) from the
-uny -or" nonamplified pulses of the oscillator (at a repetition rate of about
SON/iHz). The upper pulse energy that can be extracted from the amplifying
medium is given by the saturation fluence, which depends on the emission
cross section of the medium. For Ti:sapphire, for example' the highest achiev-
able intensity is about l00TW/cm2. Figure 6.49 shows the total setup for
pulse stretching, amplification and compression.

During the multipass transits the spatial mode quality of the pulse might
be deteriorated, which means that the pulse cannot be tightly focused into the
target. If the multipass design forms a true resonant cavity and the incoming
pulr"* of the pump laser and the oscillator are both carefully mode-matched-to 

the fundamental Gaussian mode of this cavity, the resonator will only
support the TEM06 modes and the system acts as a spatial filter, because
all other transverse modes will not be amplified. Such a regenerative ampli-
Íier preserves the spatial Gaussian pulse profile, which allows one to achieve
diffraction-limited tight focusing and correspondingly high intensities in the
focal plane. After amplification the pulse with energy trv is compressed again,
thus producing pulses with a duration r:20-l00fs and very high peak pow-

ers P : Wlt up to several terawatts.

Example 6.4.
Assume the laser oscillator emits pulses with At:20fs and a pulse en-
ergy of 1nJ. The peak power of these pulses is then 50kW. At a repetition
raié of |00MHz the avérage power is 0.IW. Stretching the pulse width by
a factor of l0a increases ihe pulse width to 200ps and reduces the peak
power to 5W. For a mirror $epafation of 10cm in the regenerative_am-
pun"r, the round trip time for the pulses is 7 : 0.7ns. If the width of-th" 

pu*p pulse is 7 ns, l0 roundtrips can be amplified; i.e., the amplified
putsb mátes 20 transits through the amplifying medium during 1he pump

bulse. With an amplification factor of l0a, the peak power of the ampli-
hed pulses becomei 50kW. ln a second ampl i f icat ion stage with G: l0r.
the peak power increases to 50MW and the pulse energy to l0mJ. Com-
pr"r.ing ihe pulse again by a factor of lga gives a pulse peak power of
5 x l01l W : 0.5 terawatts.

Most of the experiments on femtosecond pulses performed up to now
have used dye laseis, Ti:sapphire lasers, or color-center lasers. The spectral
ranges were restricted to the regions of optimum gain of the active medium.
New spectral ranges can be covered by optical mixing techniques (Sect.5.tt).

One eiample is the generation of 400-fs pulses in the mid-infrared around
). : 5 u.m by mixing the output pulses from a cPM dye laser at 620 nm with
pulses of 7ó0nm in a LiIo3 crystal t6.106]. The pulses from the CPM lascr
áre amplified in a six-pass dye amplifier pumped at a repetition rate of 8 kHz
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by a copper-vapor laser. Part of the amplified beam is focused into a traveling-
wave dye cell [6.107], where an intense femtosecond pulse at )":700nm
is generated. Both laser beams are then focused into the nonlinear LiIO3
rnixing crystal, which delivers output pulses with 10-mJ energy and 400-fs

lrLrlsewidth.
A second method is based on parametric amplification. Instead of a gain

rnedium with population inversion, here the parametric interaction between
ir pump wave and a signal wave in a nonlinear optical crystal is used to am-
yrlify optical pulses (see Sect. 6.I.9). The advantage of using this technique is
the higher gain that results. It is possible to reach a higher amplification after
iLrst a single amplifier stage than achieved in a regenerative amplifier, where
thc gain is limited by saturation effects.

The nonlinear medium, however, cannot store energy as is done in the
rrsual gain media with an inverted population. The pump, signal and idler
waves must obey the phase-matching condition, but they also should over-
lap in time during their passage through the interaction zone in the nonlinear
rrredium. Therefore they should have the same pulse width. A picosecond
pump laser can be used for the amplification of femtosecond pulses. The fem-
Iosecond signal pulse is stretched befbre the parametric amplification in order
to match the width of the pump pulse (Fig.6.50), and it is then compressed
rrlier the amplification stage [6.108].

4

a) b)

l,'ig. .50. Experimental setup for parametric amplification of ultrashort pulses, including
;r pulsc stretcher befbre and a pulse compressor after amplification [6. 108]
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Another method uses nanosecond pump pulses. The femtosecond signal
pulse is again stretched into the subnanosecond range and sent through several
amplification stages. The pump pulses for these stages are delayed for each
stage by a specific time interval to achieve optimum overlap with the signal
pulse [6.109]. Instead of several nonlinear crystals, the signal pulses can be
sent through the same crystal several times in an aÍTangement similar to that
of a regenerative amplifier. However, the difference here is that parametric in-
teraction is used instead of the gain medium with population inversion. Since
the amplification is higher, fewer amplification stages are required, and it was
shown that just a single stage of such a "regenerative parametric stage" can
yield peak powers in the terawatt range t6.1101.

6.1.12 Reaching the Attosecond Range

There are a lot of processes in nature that occur at timescales below 1 fs.
Examples include the movement of electrons in atoms or molecules, the ex-
citation of electrons from inner shells of atoms, and the subsequent decay of
electrons from higher energy states into this hole in the core which results in
X-ray emission oi Auger pio.esses. This decay may proceed within 10-16 s.
Many more electronic processes proceed on an attosecond timescale, such as
the rearrangement of the electron shell after optical excitation. Even shorler
decay times can be found for excited atomic nuclei. If such processes need to
be investigated with high time resolution, the probe must be faster than the
investigated process t6.111]. Therefore, new techniques have been developed
over the past few years that allow time resolutions in the attosecond range
(  I  a t tosecond:  l0  'o  s )  [6 .  ]  12 .6 .1 l3 l .
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Fig.6.51. Historical development of the progress in generating ultrashort pulses
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I'it:.6.52. Spectral intensity distribution of the higher harmonics produced by focussing
r lcmtosecond terrawatt laser at X:72Onm into a neon jet [6.118]

One of these techniques is based on the generation of high harmonics of
r powerful femtosecond laser pulse t6.1151.

If the output pulse of a powerful femtosecond laser is focused into a gas
lt of noble gas atoms, high harmonics of the fundamental laser wavelength
,rc generated due to the nonlinear interaction of the laser field with the elec-
trons of the atoms. The strong laser field, which can sulpass the Coulomb
lrt'kl within the atom by several orders of magnitude, leads to extreme en-
lrrrlmonic movement of the electrons, which are accelerated back and forth
rr ith the optical frequency of the laser field. Since accelerated charges radi-
,rtc, the periodically changing acceleration of the electron results in emission
'rt ÍiequencieS Ú)n_n@ where the integer n canhave values of up to 350!!
Itrr a fundamental wavelength ).:700nm, the harmonic na with n:350
lrrs a wavelength l :Znm in the X-ray region. This corresponds to a photon
r 'r rorg! of 500 eV. The intensity distribution of the higher harmonics, as gener-
,rtccl by a 5fs pulse at )":72Onm with an output peak power of O.2terawatt,
rs shown in Fig.6.52 ot a logarithmic scale. One can see that the harmonic
rrrtcnsity atn@ decreases with increasing n up to n:80 (225eY), while for
lrigher harmonics it stays approximately constant. Because the power of the
rr tlr harmonic at a,t, : no is proportional to l(a)n , the pulse width of the har-
rrronic is much narrower than that of the pulse at ar. Only the central part of
tlrc pulse 1(ro) around the peak intensity essentially contributes to the higher
Irirrmonics generation.

Another way of producing attosecond pulses with high-energy photons is
birscd on plasma generation when a high-intensity laser beam is focused onto



the surface of a solid material. If a 5fs pulse at )':780nm with an intensity
I:I02tWlcm2 is focused onto a solid target, the free electrons in the result-
ing plasma emit attosecond pulses with photon energies of 20-70eV t6.1161'

'io illustrate atomic dynamics, which require subfemtosecond resolution,
Fig.6.53 shows the time-resolved field ionization of neon atoms in the optical
nelO of a 5-fs laser pulse which consists of only three optical cycles within the
pulse half width [6.119]. The whole process proceeds within about 6fs, but-on" 

"un 
clearly see peaks in the ionization probability at times of maxima in

the optical neid, wtrich means that the time resolution is below 1fs.
Such femto- to attosecond X-ray pulses can be used for the generation of

Laue diagrams of vibrational or electronical excited molecules. The exposure
time musl be short compared to the vibration period in order to elucidate the

structures of molecules in specific excited states excited by optical or UV fem-
tosecond pulses. If the time delay between the two pulses is varied, structural
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Fig.6.53. Real-time observation of the optical field ionization of neon atoms with attosec-

ond time resolution [6.117]
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Íie|d-induced change /
oÍ electron momentum' p(t)oI e|eclÍon momenlum' p(l) t,4,^

' i l

1ri9.6.54. Measuring the absolute phase of an optical field by photoelectron spectroscopy
r 6 . 1 1 8 1

r'hanges in the excited molecule during its vibrations or after the rearrange-
rrrent of its electron shell following excitation can be tracked.

An interesting applícation is shown in Fig.6.54, where the absolute phase
trí. an optical field can be measured. The few-cycle optical pulses produce
photoelectrons by ionizing atoms in a collimated atomic beam (see 16.1131
rrnd [6.118]). The photoelectrons are detected on both sides of the atomic
bcam perpendicular to the laser and atomic beams in the direction of the al-
tcrnating electric field vector of the optical wave. Since the photoelectrons are
gcnerated by multiphoton absorption (for hv :1..8 eV, ten photons must be
rrbsorbed to ionize the neon atoms) and the number of photoelectrons depends
strongly on the electric field strength. Therefore, nearly al1 photoelectrons aÍe
gcnerated close to the maximum of the periodically changing field E(t). In
rr f'ew-cycle pulse, E(t) depends on the phase of the optical field relative to the
urvelope of the pulse. The largest value of E(r) is achieved if the maximum
ol' E coincides with the maximum of the pulse envelope.

There are many more applications of attosecond pulses; these can be
Íilund, for example, in the publications of the groups of P. Corkum at the NRC
in Ottawa 16.12II and F. Krausz at the MPI for Quantum Optics in Garching,
who have pioneered this field 16.1221.

For more experimental details and special experimental setups for the gen-
cration of femtosecond and attosecond pulses, the reader is referred to the
literature [6. 1 18-6.123].
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Fig.6.55. The progress in achievable peak powers with the invention of different tech'

niques for laser pulse generation [6.114]

6.1.L3 Summary of Short Pulse Generation

There are several ways of generating short pulses. One is based on mode'
locking lasers which have gain media with a broad spectral range. While the
first experiments relied on dye lasers or Nd:YAG-lasers, the Ti:Sapphire laser
has now become the most attractive choice. Some of the most commonly used
materials are listed in Table 6.1 and 16.1241. Laser pulses down to 4fs havc
been demonstrated using Kerr lens mode-locking and chirped mirrors.

Another method uses optical pulse compression in optical fibers, where the
intensity-dependent part of the refractive index causes a frequency chirp and
increases the spectral profile and the time duration of the pulse. Subsequent
pulse compression, achieved with a pair of optical gratings or by using prisms,
leads to a drastic shortening of the pulse.

A third way of generating short pulses is based on the parametric inter'
action of a signal pulse with a shott pump pulse in a nonlinear crystal. This
method allows the generation of short pulses with a wide tuning range ol'
their center wavelength if the signal pulse comes from a point-like white light
source which is generated by focusing a high-power laser pulse into a glass
or CaF! disk.

ThJpath to the shorter and shorter pulses and higher peak powers achieved
over thJ last few decades is illustrated on a logarithmic scale in Figs. 6.5 |
and 6.55.

Note: the extrapolation into the future may be erroneous t6.I201.

r' \1('lsurement of Ultrashort Pulses

ír.J Measurement of Ultrashort Pulses

ItLLruls recent years the development of fast photodetectors has made impres-
' r L t)r'ogreSS. For example, PIN photodiodes (Sect.4.5) are available with
.' r ,'r' [ime of 20ps t6.128]. The easiest and cheapest way to achieve measure-
,r ' rrlr, of pulses with A7> 10-10 s is through detection by photodiodes, CCD
,1, tr'r'tors or photomultipliers, as discussed in Sect.4.5. However, until now the
,'rrlr clctector that reaches a time resolution slightly below 1ps is the streak
, rr('rir 16.1291. Femtosecond pulses can be measured with optical corelation
r' , lrrriqnes, even if the detector itself is much slower. Since such correlation
rr, llrods represent the standard technique for measuring of ultrashort pulses,
., rvill discuss them in more detail.

tr.l. l Streak Camera

llrL' basic principle of a streak camera is schematically depicted in Fig.6.56.
llrc optical pulse with the time profile 1(r) is focused onto a photocathode,
rr lrcle it produces a pulse of photoelectrons NpB(/) x I(t). The photoelectrons
,rr,'cxtracted into the z-direction by a plane grid at the high voltage U.They
.r ,' l'urther accelerated and imaged onto a luminescent screen at z - zs. A pair
,,1 rlcflection plates can deflect the electrons into the y-direction. If a linear
rrrl(xgs ramp Uy(t):Uo.(t */6) is applied to the deflection plates, the focal
1 ',,int of the electron pulse (yr(r), zs) at the screen in the plane e - z, depends
,,r the time / when the electrons enter the deflecting electric field. The spatial
,lrsllibution NpB(yr) therefore reflects the time proflle I(t) of the incident light
I ' r r l s e  ( F i g .6 .56b) .

When the incident light is imaged onto a slit parallel to the x-direction
tlr('electron optics transfer the slit image to the luminescent screen S. This
,rllows the visualization of an intensity-time profile I(x,t), which might de-
l','rrcl on the x-direction. For example, if the optical pulse is at first sent
tllrrlugh a Spectrograph with a dispersion d)'ldX' the intensity profile 1(r,Í)
r,'llcots for different values of x the time profiles I(X,t) of the different spec-
trrrl components of the pulse. The distribution Npp(xr,1rr) on the screen S
tlren yields the time profiles I(X,t) of the spectral components (Fig.6.56c).
llrc screen S is generally a luminescent screen (like the oscilloscope screen),
rrhich can be viewed by a video camera either directly or after amplification
rlrnrugh an image intensifier. Often microchannel plates are used instead of
t l rc  screen.

The starl time /6 for the voltage ramp Ur:(t- /6)t/6 is triggered by the
,rptical pulse. Since the electronic device that generates the ramp has a finite
,,lart and rise time, the optical pulse must be delayed before it reaches the
r'irthode of the streak camera. This assures that the photoelectrons pass the de-
llccting field during the linear part of the voltage ramp. The optical delay can
lrc realized by an extra optical path length such as a spectrograph (Sect. 6.4.1).

In commercial streak cameras the deflection speed can be selected be-
lwcen lcm/lO0ps to I  cm/10ns.  With a spat ia l  reso lut ion of  0.1nm, a t ime

3 1 1
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Fig.6.56a-c. Streak camera. (a) Design and (b) schematic diagram of the relation
between the time profile 1(r) and the spatial distribution S(y) at the output plane; (c) spec-
trally resolved time profiles 1(,tr, t)

resolution of 1ps is achieved. A femtosecond streak camera has been de-
veloped 16.129l that has a time resolution selectable between 400fs to 8ps
over a spectral range 200-850nm. Figure 6.57 illustrates this impressive
resolution by showing the streak camera screen picture of two femtosec-
ond pulses which are separated by 4ps. More details can be found in

16.128-6.r3r1.

Fig.6.57. Streak image of two subpicosecond
pulses separately by 4ps, measured with the
femtosecond streak camera [6.129]
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6.2 Measurement of Ultrashort Pulses

(t.2.2 Optical Correlator for Measuring Ultrashort Pulses

Iior measurements of optical pulse widths below 1ps the best choice is a cor-
relation technique that is based on the following principle: the optical pulse
with the intensity profile I|t):CIO|E(4|2 and the halfwidth ÁZ is split into
two pulses lt(t) and I2G),which travel different path lengths s1 and s2 before
they are again superimposed (Fig. 6.58). For a path difference As : sl - s2 the
lrulses are separated by the time interval t: Lslc and the coherent super-
position of their amplitudes E; (r) yields the total intensity at the measuring
t ime /

I(t, t) : ceolE(t) * E2( - r)12 (6.37)

: Ir(t) -f lz(t - t) l2ceoEt(t) . Ez(t - t) .

Á linear detector has the output signal S1(t) : al(t). If the time constant I
of the detector is large compared to the pulse length A7, the output signal is

(6.38)

| ;or strictly monochromatic cw light (Eg(t) : const) and Et : Ez : EO cos aat ,
the integration yields

I *'r' I
51( r) : 2a | (td +? /. r.fr .o, ÚdÍ cos 0)Í - il dt lI '-{,, " I

rrnd the signal becomes for Z -> oo

Sp(z) : 2a Is(I * cos rr;z)

(6.3e)

(6.40)

which represents on oscillatory function of the delay ttme t with the oscilla-
tion period Lr : rla: X/2c (two-beam interference, see Vol. 1, Sect.4.2).

l'ig.6.58. Optical correlator with
iJcneratlon

Á t = Á x / c

translation-retroreflecting prism and second-harmonic
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Mode-locked pulses of duration A,T and spectral width Aa-l xI/LT ne
composed of many modes with different frequencies a-r. The oscillations of
these modes have different periods A,t(a): TÍla < Ar' and after a time
t > rc their phases differ by more than n and their amplitudes cancel. In other
words, the coherence time is z. < AZ and interference structure can only be
observed for delay times z < LT.

The signal output of the linear detector is now

For Z> LT:I/La the integral vanishes and the signal does not depend
on T.

A linear detector with a time constant T )) t would therefore give an out-
put signal that is independent of r and that yields no information on the time
profile 1(r) ! This is obvious, because the detector measures only the integral
over .I1 (t) -l IzG f r); that is, the sum of the energies of the two pulses, which
is independent of the delay time r as long as T > z. Therefore linear detectors
with time resolution Z cannot be used for the measurement of time profiles
of ultrashort pulses with A7< Z.

If, howevel the two noncollinear pulses are focused into a nonlinear op-
tical crystal which doubles the optical frequency, the intensity of the second
harmonic I(2a)x(It-lI)'is proportional to the square of the incident
intensity (Sect. 5.7), and the measured averaged signal S(2ar, t) a I(Za, ) be-
comes

I aor ' ,/2 +r/2 
-,  , .  ,  . lS t :2a|  r , . l* f f  Í  |  

e ,u l coscD l  cos , , (Í_ t )d t<, -1 .

I .s_^,u/2 ,r/z 
tol rl

1
(S1q1(2al '  Ö) d 

i

L T / )

n  , a
,  |  ^ t L

I  lW,u t+E2f t - t ) l ' l  d r .
t t l

_ T / )

: C 
Í |{u,,, ",.,*rG)) 

1 g17 _ t) giIa(t-t7+o<,-,l}2|z at

: , .lo, * 4Az@) -t 4tu(t) R" 
{ "i{"+r 

il} +zdo1r1Re { 
e2i("+

(6.42)

with

EI : E(t) ei lat+lc)l ; Ez: E(t - t) 
" i[a(t-t)+$(t 

t))

where E(r) is the slowly varying (compared to the inverse optical frequency)
envelope of the pulse, ro is its center frequency and l(r) is the slowly varying
phase (e.g., for a chirped pulse), we obtain for the detector signal after the
frequency doubling crystal

SNr-(24r, z)

^'l]
(6.43',)-- At+4A2+4A3cos A@ cos(Dr -t-2Aacos(2A@) cos(2ot) .

6( t )14 :
ÍjS p,@at (6.4s)

(r.2 Measurement of Ultrashort Pulses

With Al : lG + r) - QQ) and
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A2@) : I E'(t) . E'(t - t) dt (pulse envelope)
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f f o r I
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-oo

*oo
t ^

Aa@) : I E'(t) . E'(t - r) dt Interference term at 2a .
I-t

lf the detector only monitors the intensity, not the phases, and if its time
constant Z is large compared to the pulse width AT Q > LT), the terms
.lÁ3 cos A@.cos an and 2Aa cos(ZLQ) . cos(2alz) in (6.43) average to zero and
(6.43) reduces to

S}.rL(2@, T)N2"r I"(t) dt+4Í I(t).I(t-t) dt . (6.44)
'fhe 

first integral is independent of z and gives a constant background when
the delay time r is varied. The second integral, however, does depend on z.
lt gives information on the intensity profile I(t) of the pulse because it repre-
sents the convolution of the intensity profile 1(r) with the time-delayed profile
l(t +r) of the same pulse (intensity autocorrelation).

Note the difference between linear detection (6.38) and nonlinear detection
16.44). With linear detection the sum lr(t)+ IzG -t) is measured, which is
independent of z as long as t <7. The nonlinear detector measures the sig-
rral S(2a.r, t) that contains the product Iy(t)I2Q -z), which does depend on z
rrs long as z is smaller than the maximum width of the pulses.

Note: Shifting the time from / to t+r changes the product I(t).l(t -z) into
t(t  +r) .  I( t)  :  I( t) .  I( t  +t) .

All these devices, which are called optical correlators, measure the cor-
r.clation between the field amplitude E(t) oÍ the intensity I(t) at the time r
rrnd its values E(t + t) or I(t -t t) at a later time. These correlations are
rrrathematically expressed by normalized correlation functions of order k. The
normalized first order correlation function

ÍjS zr,>. E(t +T)dt
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describes the correlation between the field amplitudes at times t and t I t.
From (6.45) we obtain G(1)(0) : 1, and for pulses with a finite pulse dura-
tion AT (6.45) yields 6(t)1ee) :0.

The normalized second-order correlation function

-,1\ f Iu) . Iu + r) dt
G r . , ( t l

,J Iz(t).  dr

(I(t) I(t +t)) (6.46)
U2G))

describes the intensity correlation, where again G(2)(0) : 1' The correlation
signal 16.42) after tlr: optical frequency doubler can be written in normalized
form in tetms of Otzt@) for 11 - 12: I as

SNr(2c..l, t) cx2A|6{.2) Q!126{z) 1z)] : [1 +2G@ (Öl . (6.41)

Note: SNr(2 ro, r) is symmetric, i.e., S(r) : S(-z). This implies that a possible
asymmetÍy of the pulse time profile does not show up in the signal Sp;.

There are two different techniques that are used to measure the time
proflles and optical oscillations of ultrashort pulses: noncollinear intensity cor-
relation and interferometric autocorrelation. While the former measures the
envelope of the pulse, the latter can even measure the optical oscillations
within the pulse envelope. Combined with the spectral resolution, the time
profiles of the different spectral components within the optical pulse spectrum
can be simultaneously measured by the FROG technique. The relative phases
of these spectral components are observable using the SPIDER technique.

a) Noncollinear Intensity Correlation

The intensity profile 1(t) of the pulses is measured using the intensity corre-
lation method. For a collinear geometry, the intensity correlation (6.47) yields
the normalized signal S(2ay t - 0) : 3 for completely overlapping pulses
(z :0) and the background signal S(2a;, z : oo) : 1 for completely separated
pulses (r >> AZ). The signal-to-background ratio is therefore 3:1.

The z-independent background in (6.42) can be suppressed when the two
beams are focused into the doubling crystal under different angles LB/2
against the z-direction (Fig.6.59) where the signal S(2ar) is detected. If
the phase-matching conditions for the doubling crystal (Sect.5.7) are cho-
sen in such a way that for two photons out of the same beam no phase
matching occurs, but only for one photon out of each beam, such that the
term Á1 in (6.43) does not contribute to the signal (background-free detection)
16.132,6.1331.In another method of background-free pulse measurement the
polarization plane of one of the two beams in Fig.6.59 is turned in such a way
that a properly oriented doubling crystal (generally, a KDP crystal) fulfills the
phase-matching condition only if the two photons each come from a differ-
ent beam |6.134l. In this noncollinear scheme no interference occurs (Á3 and
At : O) and the measured signal equals the envelope of the pulse profile in

.2 Measurement of Ultrashort Pulses 3r'l

oplical
axts 

,
Árop
lzilL
no ((D) =

n" (2<o, 0) e cos p/2

l'ig.6.59. Background-free measurement of the second-order correlation function 6{z) @)
by choosing the phase-matching condition properly (SF, spectral filter neglecting scat-
tered light of the fundamental wave at ra; KDP, potassium-dihydrogen,phosphate crystal
lbr frequency doubling)

Fig.6.64. For methods with background suppression no signal is obtained for
r )) 47.

In the methods discussed above, one of the retroreflectors is mounted on
a translational stage moved via micrometer screws by a step motor while the
signal S(2ar, z) is recorded. Since z must be larger thut LT, the translational
rnove should be at least 65:)ct> )cLT. For pulses of 10ps this means
A.S> 1.5mm. With a rotating conelator (Fig.6.60) the signal S(2a,t) can
he directly viewed on a scope, which is very useful when optimizing the
pulse width. Two retroreflecting prisms are mounted on a rotating disc. During
ir certain fraction Á[ot of the rotation period T,o1 the reflected beams reach
the mirrors Ml and M2 and are focused into the KDP crystal. The view-
rng oscilloscope is triggered by a pulse obtained by reflecting the light of
rr LED onto the photodetector PD. A compact autoconelator for measuring

raser
oulse

nig. O.O0. Rotating autocorrelator
KDP allowins direct observations of
P.H. the coáelation signal S(2a, t)

on a scope that is triggered by
the output signal of the photodi-
ode PD
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ir is 2

aluminum
mirror

Fig.6.61. Compact autocorrelator for measuring femtosecond pulses [6.136]

the intensity profile of femtosecond pulses from tunable sources is shown in
Fig.6.61. This device allows online measurements of pulses with 100H2 to
10kHz repetition rates in the wavelength range 420-1460nm. The time delay
is controlled by a piezo translator t6.1361.

Instead of using optical frequency doubling other nonlinear effects can also
be used, such as two-photon absorption in liquids or solids, which can be
monitored by the emitted fluorescence. If the optical pulse is again split into
two pulses traveling in the opposite tz-directions through the sample cell
(Fig.6.62), the spatial intensity profile 1rr-(z) c< Iz(a,t) can be imaged by
magnifying optics onto a vidicon or an image intensifier. Since a pulse width
Á7 : 1 pS coÍTesponds to a path length of 0.3 mm, this technique, which is

Flg.6.62. Measurement of short pulses via
two-Dhoton induced fluotescence

BBO crystal

(r.2 Measurement of Ultrashort Pulses 3I9

based on the spatial resolution of the fluorescence intensity, is limited to pulse
widths AZ > 0.3ps. For shorter pulses the delay time t between the pulses
has to be varied and the total fluorescence

r
1p r ( r ) :  I  l t z . t ) d z .

J

lras to be measured as a function of z [6.135,6.1371.

(6.48)

b) Interferometric AutocorrelatÍon
In interferometric autocorrelation the coherent superposition of the two
collinear partial beams is realized. The basic principle is shown in Fig.6.58.'fhe incoming laser pulse is splít by the beamsplitter BSl into two parts,
which travel through two different pathlengths and are then collinearly su-
perimposed at BS2. When they are focused by the lens L into a nonlinear
optical crystal, the output signal (6.42) is generated at 2a. Instead of the de-
lay line arrangement in Fig.6.58 a Michelson interferometer in Fig. 6.63 can
nlso be used. The second harmonics are detected by a photomultiplier, while
the fundamental wavelength is rejected by a filter.

The nonlinear crystal can be omitted, if the detector itself has a nonlin-
car response. This is, for instance, the case for a semiconductor detector with
rr band gap LE > hv, where only two-photon absorption contributes to the
signal.

In interferometric autocorrelation, averaging is not complete (unlike in in-
tcnsity correlation), and the phases of the electric fields have to be taken into
rrccount. Here all of the terms At-Aq in (6.43) can contribute to the signal.
ll'a filter which rejects the fundamental frequency a and transmits only the
tloubled frequency 2ar is inserted behind the frequency-doubling crystal, the
tlrird term in (6.43) with Á3 is suppressed.

A typical signal as a function of the delay time z is shown inFig.6.64.
The upper envelope of this interference pattern is obtained if the phase r'.162

is replaced by the constant phase 2n, the lower envelope for a6 : n. The
rtlaximum signal is, according to (6.43), Sffil(2a,l, Í) : B, while the back-
ground S(2a co):1. The signal-to-background ratio of 8:1 is therefore
lrrrger than that for intensity correlation. For atgt: n, the minimum value is
,!$'n(2ro, z) :0 (Fig.6.6a).

l'ig. 6.63. Michelson interferometer for interferometric autocorrelation
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Fig.6.64. Interferometric autocorrela-
tion tÍace of a 7.5-fs pulse with upper
and lower envelopes [6.127]

Lr  = 12.2Ís

-2O 0 20 (fs) r

(a)

-23 o 20 Í,
delay time (fs)

(b)

Fig.6.65arb. A femtosecond pulse with time duration LT -72.2fs: (a) measured with
intensity correlation; (b) measured with interferometric autocorrelation [6.138]

For illustration, Fig.6.65 shows a l}-fs pulse measured with intensity cor-
relation (a) and interferometric autocorrelation (b).

It is important to note that the profile S(z) of the correlation signal de-
pends on the time profile 1(r) of the light pulse. It gives the coffect pulse
width AZ only if an assumption is made about the pulse profile. For illustra-

Table6.2. Ratios Az/AT of the width Ar of the autoconelation profile and AZ of the
pulse 1(t), and products Av.LT of spectral width Av and duration AZ of pulses with
different prof,les 1(t)

Pulse profile Mathematical
expression for /(r)

L t /  LT A U . A T

Rectangular

Gaussian

Secn-

Lorentzian

1 e f o r 0 < t < L T ,

0 elsewhere

Ioexpl-P /(o.36LTz)l

sech21t10.57 L.T1

Ir + (ztl aD2rl

1

6

1.55

2

0.886

0.441

0 .315

0.221
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1 .2  1 .4  1 .6  - 80
Wavelength, pm b)

l;ig.6,67a,b. Femtosecond laser pulse. (a) Optical
iu.rtocorrelation of the same pulse [6.183]
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d)c)b)

0 r

a)

l'ig.6.66a-d. Autoconelation signal Sc( G(2)(z) for different pulse profiles without
lrackground suppression (upper part) and with background suppression (lower part):
(a) Fourier-limited Gaussian pulse; (b) rectangular pulse; (c) single noise pulse; and
(d) continuous noise

tion, Fig.6.66a depicts the signal S(2o, tl of Fourier-limited pulses with the
Gaussian profile I(t): Isexp(-tz/0.36LT') with and without background
suppression. From the halfwidth Ar of the signal the halfwidth AZ of the
lrulses can only be derived if the pulse profile 1(r) is known. In Table 6.2
the ratio LrILT and the products A,T . A,v are compiled for different pulse
profiles 1(r),^while Fig.6.66a-c illustrates the comesponding profiles and con-
lrasts of G"'(r).Even noise pulses and continuous random noise result in
rr maximum of the correlation functio, 6Q@) at r:0 (Fig. 6.66d), and the
contrast becomes 60 1g1 1 5,0) (oo) : 2 16.132, 6.140). For the determination
rrf the real pulse profile one has to measure the function 60 @) over a wider,
llnge of delay times r. Generally, a model profile is assumed and the cal-
culated functions G(2)(r) and even G(3)(r) are compared with the measured
ones [6.141].
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\ ' . . ' 0 . 5

0
t / f s

a)  b)

Fig.6.68. (a) Interferometric autocorrelation of a pulse with a7:10fs and a chirp of

a-2 (dashed line). The solid line shows the pulse profile obtained by intensity correla-

tion. (b) Upper and lower envelopes of a chirped Gaussian pulse [6.50] for various chirp
parameters a 16.142l

In Fig. 6.67 the power density Spectrum and the interferometric autocoÍTe-
lation signal of a femtosecond laser pulse is compared.

In Fig.6.68 a chirped hyperbolic secant pulse

1 0

' t a

'6

.F

o
0 ) Á

E
= Z
(E

(6.4e)

is shown for a:2 and A,T:10fs. Chirped pulses result in a more complex
autocorrelation signal.

With interferometric autocorrelation the chirp of a pulse and the resulting
change in its time profile can be determined. This is illustrated by the example
of a chirped pulse with a Gaussian profile

(6.50)

where Á7 is the width of the unchirped pulse (a:0). The interferometric
autocorrelatíon gives for such a pulse:

C zft) : 1 1 2 
"_ 

ít l LT|, + + 
"-|,# 

ft l  ̂ T2f . 
"o" }( #), 

. cos .,,Í

|_2"-o+a211r l^T)2.cosz@r. (6.51)

In Fig.6.68b, the upper and lower envelopes of the autocorrelation signal are
plotted as a function of the normalized delay time t/LT for different values

of the chirp parameter a in (6.50) 16.1421.
The drawback of the techniques discussed so far is their lack of phase

measurements for the different spectral components within the pulse spectral

E(t):[sech(r/Ar) l(r- ia) - (AB:?@)t'-- ' ,

E(t : Es 
"^p [-f 

r +ia)Q/nrS2f
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profile. This can be overcome by the frequency-resolved optical gating tech-
nique (FROG) 16.1431.

.2.3 FROG Technique

we have seen that the second-order autocorrelations are symmetric and there-
lore do not provide any information on possible pulse asymmetries. Here the
lrRoc technique is useful, since it allows measurements of the third-order
lrutocorrelation. Its basic features aÍe depicted in Fig.6.69: as in the other
rrutocorrelation techniques the incoming pulse is split by a polaizing beam-
splitter into two partial beams with amplitudes E1 and E2. The probe pulse
with amplitude Ev(t) passes through a shutter (Ken cell), which is opened by
the delayed fraction Ez(t - z) of the same pulse. The signal transmitted by the
Keff sate is then

E,(t, t) a E(t) . C(t - r) , (6.s2)
where g is the gate function gG - r) x I2Q - r) a nlg - ty.

If the transmitted pulse is sent through a spectrometer, where it is spec-
trally dispersed, a ccD camera will record the time dependence of the
spectral components, which gives the two-dimensional function

(6.s3)

ln Fig.6.70 this two-dimensional function is illustrated for a Gaussian pulse
profile without frequency chirp and for a chirped pulse.

The integration of (6.52) over the delay time, which can be experimentally
rrchieved by opening the gate for a time larger than all relevant delay times,
vields the time profile of the pulse

11g2, t) :l.f ,,, . ,(, - n"'o'l

-foo
I

E1r1 : I E,(t. r) dr .,
-oo

(6.s4)

l,'ig.6.69. Schematic experimental setup for FROG
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Fig.6.70a-c. Information drawn from FROG: (a) plot of measured light frequencies ver-

*uía"uy time z in units of pulse length A7; (b) frequency spectrum of (a); (c) frequency

chirp [6.144]

The two functions Er(t, t2) and EsQ, z) form a Fourier paiq related to each

other by

+oo
I f

EsU. 9t) : + I Erft.  t)r- iet ' t  6 '  .
zTí J

- @

The measured spectrogram Sn(9,t) can be expressed by

spectrum

"ííiij1ÍT*}\* : : : : : : : : : : : : ; : : : : : : i : : : : : l

t:ii:ttt.:tiitutY
ti:::::::: i i i i i lr

.íÍÍÍ:i:::iililil
t : i : : i i : : : ::::: i : : ;::z
"{lÜiij';u

| +oo +oo 12

Ir(9, t) :V 
IE,Q, 

9,)e-í{'t+iQÍ.t da, dt]1 (6.56)
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'fhe unknown signal EQ, A) can be extracted by a two-dimensional (the
two dimensions are t and r) phase retrieval. The reconstruction of the pulse
E(t, 9) yields the instantaneous frequency as a function of time and the pulse
spectrum, shown in Fig.6.l0b [6.145].

For more information on the FROG technique and the recent literature on
this subject, see [6.145].

6.2.4 SPIDER Technique
'Ihe FROG method provides information on the time-dependent frequency
spectrum of a short pulse but cannot measure the phases of these spec-
tral components. A newly developed technique is helpful in this case; this
rnethod is called SPIDER (Spectral Phase Interferometry for Direct Field
Reconstruction). It uses the interference structure generated when two spa-
tially separated pulses are superimposed [6.146]. Similar to the autocorrelation
rnethod, the two pulses are generated from the input pulse that is to be meas-
Lrred, using a beam splitter and a delay line which changes the time delay
between the two pulses. The second pulse is therefore a copy of the first pulse
with a time delay z. The electric field amplitude

E(x) : 7/49 "iot'>
of the first pulse interferes with the field

E(x t Lx) : ,fr@ + Lr) 
"iQ@-rLx)

tlf the second pulse' The detector measures the SquaÍe of the total amplitude
irnd delivers the sisnal

s(x, Ax) : I(x) * I(x * ax) + 2J I@ J \. + L.) cos{@(x) - d(x + a.r)} .

'l'he intensity measurement at the location x is therefore related to the phase
rlifference LQ : Q@) - l(x t Ax) between the phases of the wavefront at the
locations x and x* A.x.

These two pulses are superimposed in a nonlinear crystal with a third pulse
with a large frequency chirp where the sum frequencies cr.r1 loI and az*dt3
rure generated (Fig.6.71). This third pulse, which is generated from the input
pulse by beam-splitting, is sent through a dispersive medium where a fre-
(luency chirp is produced which makes the pulse much broader than the two
other pulses. Because of the chirp, the superposition of the third pulse with the
Íirst pulse gives another sum frequency OI*a3, andthan o2*rr,l: with the
second delayed pulse. When the frequency c4 of the chirped pulse changes
during the delay time Ar by A'a: í2, the detector receives the signal

S(ctr) : I(a'l rt4) 't l(to -f az * 9)

+2,/Í@ + q) J I@ + q + O) cos{Q@l l al) - l@l * a3 + 9)| .
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Eig.6.71,. Schematic representation of the SPIDER technique [6'147]

This signal is measured behind a spectrograph as a function of the delay A/

betweei pulses I and 2, The measured frequency Shift Í2 : l^t. of the sum

frequency gives the phase @(r) of the unknown input pulse and its time pro-

nle 1(r)."Füve 6,7i illustrates the principle of the SPIDER technique using

a schematic diagram.
one drawbaik of the FRoG and SPIDER techniques is the fact that

the pulse measurement does not take place at the location of the sample

wheie the short pulse is used to investigate time-dependent processes in

atoms or moleculés. This is where the pulse profile and its phases actually

need to be determined. In order to remove this drawback, E. Riedle and his

group 16.141l extended the SPIDER technique into the ZAP-SPIDER method

íz"'o aaoitional Phase SPIDER), which is illustrated in Fig.6.73. Here the

unknown pulse is sent directly into the nonlinear crystal, where it is superim-
posed by lwo chirped pulses from slightly different directions and which have

u a"tuy ar. The p,ttr"r at the sum frequency generated in th9 nolllnear crystal

have áifferent frequencies rr;, and as -| 9, and are emitted in different direc-

tions because of the phase-matching condition for sum frequency generation'

one of these sum fréquency pulseJ is sent through a variable delay line and

is then superimposed onto the other pulse. This gives rise to an interference
pattern, *iri"h d"p"nds on the relative phase between the two pulses and con-

tains all of the information on the time profiles and phases of the unknown
pulse. The spectrum of the two pulses can be measured using a spectrograph.

The e^peri-Lntal setup is shown in Fig.6.14: tlte chirp is produced by send-

ing part of the pulse from a femtosecond laser through a dispersive SF57 glass

block which also stretches the pulsewidth to 2 ps. The pulse delay can be con-

trolled with a retroreflector on a translational stage. This pulse is again split

by the beam splitter BS into two pulses which can be separately delayed and

aie then sent into the BBO nonlinear crystal, where they are superimposed
onto the unknown pulse and the sum frequency is generated'

6.3 Lifetime Measurement with Lasers l'ig.6.73. Schematic principle of ZAP-SPIDER [6.147]

.3 Lifetime Measurement with Lasers
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b'ig.6.72. (a) Principle of SPIDER; (b) pulse sequence,
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8i9.6.74. Experimental setup for the ZAP-SPIDER technique [6.147]

Measurements of lifetimes of excited atomic or molecular levels are of great
interest for many problems in atomic, moleculaÍ, or astrophysics, as can be
seen from the following three examples:
(i) From the measured lifetimes q,:IlAt of levels lk), which may decay
by fluorescence into the lower levels In), the absolute transition probability
At:D- Apa cdn be determined (Sect.2.7). Knowing the lifetime of level lk)
the relative intensities Ipn of transitions lk) --> lm) allow the determination of
the absolute transition probabilities Am.TÍtis yields the transition dipole ma-
trix elements (klrlm) (5ect.2.7.4). The values of these matrix elements are
sensitively dependent on the wave functions of the upper and lower states.
Lifetime measurements therefore represent crucial tests for the quality of com-
puted wave functions and can be used to optimize models of the electron
distribution in complex atoms or molecules.
(ii) The intensity decrease l(at z) - !rs-a(a)a of tght passing through ab-
sorbing samples depends on the product u(tt)z: Nio;p(a)z of the absorber
density N; and the absorption cross section o;p. Since o;7. is proportional to
the transition probability Ap (2.22,2.44), it can be determined from lifetime
measurements (see item (i)). Together with measurements of the absorption
coefficient a(a) the density N; of the absorbers can be determined. This prob-
lem is very important for testing of models of stellar atmospheres t6.1481.
A well-known example is the measurement of absorption profiles of Fraun-
hofer lines in the solar spectrum. They yield density and temperature profiles
and the abundance of the elements in the sun's atmosphere (photosphere and
chromosphere). The knowledge of transition probabilities allows absolute val-
ues of these quantities to be determined.
(iii) Lifetime measurements are not only important to gain information on the
dynamics of excited states but also for the determination of absolute cross
sections for quenching collisions. The probability Rp" per second for the

spectrograph

NT-li\iil

li\iil
"lf, 

/-:)
H!99]
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collision-induced transition lk) -+ ln) rn an excited atom or molecule A

Rkr : . u) - ltrs(of,ott) .o , (6.s7)I f
- l / t", u)o1,,(u)udu: lvu(off"
U J

0

rlepends on. the density Nn of the collision partners B, the collision cross
scction of,f,", and the mean relative velocity u. The total deactivation prob-
lrbility Pp of an -excited level |k) is the sum of radiative probability Á1:
)),rAt-:Ilr'uo and the collisional deactivation probability Rp. Since the
rrreasured effective lifetime is rftr: I/Pp. we obtain the equation

l 1
*ol 

: 
_*a * Rr . with R7, : I Rpn .

' k  ' k  n

where the summation extends over all levels In) that can be populated by
collisional transitions lk) --> ln).

In a gas cell at the temperature T the mean relative velocity between col-
lision partners A and B with masses M6, Ms is

with t-L -
MtMs (6.se)

Mr* Ms

tJsing the thermodynamic equation of state p: N.kT, we can replace the
rlensity Ns in (6.57) by the pressure p and obtain the Stern-Vollmer equation:

(6.s8)

(6.60)I  I  ,  _ , 1 / 2- ; * :  . . , q l b o p p .  w t t h  b : ( E / r p k l  ) '

|t represents a straight line when 1/z"ÍI is plotted versus p (Fig.6.75). The
slope tan cv : bot yields the total quenching cross section, ,op and the intersect
r,vith the axis p:0 gives the radiátive lifetime ,íud:tftr (p:O)'

4  6 . 1 0 1 s  N ,  [ c m - 3 ]

l,'ig.6.75. Collisional depopulation of the excited level (ui, Jl,) of a molecule and exam-

lrlc of a Stern-Vollmer plot for the NaK level D'II, (u':7, J':I3) depopulated by
collisions with argon atoms at the density Ns

SkT l rp ,

1 / r  [ 1 0 7 s

N a K :  D l n
v ' = 7 ' ,  J ' = 2 3
T r = 2 0 n s

co
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In the following subsections we will discuss some experimental methods
of lifetime measurements 16.149,6.1501. Nowadays lasers are generally used
for the selective population of excited levels. In this case, the induced emis-
sion, which contributes to the depletion of the excited level, has to be taken
into account if the exciting laser is not switched off during the fluorescence
detection. The rate equation for the time-dependent population density of the
level lk), which gives the effective lifetime rftr, is then

where p1 is the spectral energy density of the exciting laser, which is tuned to
the transition li) -+ l/<). The solution Nr(r) o< 1e1(t) of (6.61) depends on the
time profile ly(t) : cpt(t) of the excitation laser.

6.3.1 Phase-ShÍft Method

If the laser is tuned to the center frequency oip of an absorbing tran-
sition ll) --> lk), the detected fluorescence intensity IFL monitored on the
transition lk) --> lm) is proportional to the laser intensity I as long as sat-
uration can be neglected. In the phase-shift method the laser intensity is
modulated at the frequency Í _ 9l2r (Fig.6.76a) according to

# 
: *NiBi1,py- Nr,(Ar,* Rt t Brilr) ,

Iv(r) : 
)rog 

* o sin t\t) cosz a;1,t with lal < r -

(6.61)

(6.62)

I: o
_t_ detector

a )  
t  

o )

Fig.6.76a,b. Phase-shift method for the measurement of excited-state lifetimes: (a)
perimental aÍangement; and (b) equivalent electric network

u (t)

ex-
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lnserting (6.62) with ly(t) : cpr1) into (6.61) yields the time-dependent pop-
rulation density Nt(r) of the upper level, and therefore also the fluorescence
power Ppr(t): Nr(t)Am emitted on the transition lk) --> lm). The result is

(6.63)

where the constant b u Nio;pIyV depends on the density N; of the absorb-
ing molecules, the absorption cross section o7r, the laser intensity Iy, and
the excitation volume V seen by the fluorescence detector. Since the detec-
tor averages over the optical oscillations akm we obtain (cos2 rr.tp-) : I12, and
(6.63) gives similarly to (6.62) a sinewave-modulated function with a reduced
amplitude and the phase shift @ against the exciting intensity [(l). This phase
shift depends on the modulation frequency {2 and the effective lifetime z"s.
'Ihe 

evaluation yields

tanQ: 2r"f f  . (6.64)

According to (6.58-6.61) the effective lifetime is determined by the inverse
sum of all deactivation processes of the excited level Ifr). In order to obtain
the spontaneous lifetime zsponr: I/Ap one has to measure kn(p, [) at dif-
l'erent pressures p and different laser intensities [, and extrapolate the results
towards p --> 0 and [ -+ 0. The influence of induced emission is a definite
clrawback of the phase-shift method. It can be eliminated if @ is measured at
different intensities t- with the extrapolation @(1L -+ 0).

Note: This problem of exciting atoms with sine wave-modulated light and
determining the mean lifetime of their exponential decay from measure-
rnents of the phase shift I is mathematically completely equivalent to the
well-known problem of charging a capacitor C from an ac source with the
voltage Us(t) : Ul sin 9t through the resistor R1 with simultaneous discharg-
ing through a resistor R2 @ig. 6.16b). The equation corresponding to (6.61)

is here

Uo-U  U
& 

-  
R r '

(6.6s)

which has the solution

U : Uzsin(9t - l) ,

where

(6.66)

Uz: Uo
t(Rr f R)2 + (oCn1n;z1r1z 

'

A comparison with (6.63) shows that the mean lifetime 7 coÍTesponds to the
time constant r : RC with R : fuR2/(R1* rRz) and the laser intensity to the
charging cunent I(t) : (UO - A / Rt.

P*@: a lr +
1,
) cos ' amt  

,
a sin(9t -t Q)

tI+@GW

c9:
dt

^ Rt RzC
wi th  tanÓ :  a- - " Y  - - R r f  

R z '

R2
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Equation (6.64) anticipates a pure exponential decay. This is justifled if
a single upper level lk) is selectively populated. If several levels are simul-
taneously excited the fluorescence power Pp1(l) represents a superposition
of decay functions with different decay times 22. In such cases the phase
Shifts d(í2) and the amplitudes al(* 92,21I/2 have to be measured for dif-
ferent modulation frequencies í2. The mathematical analysis of the results
allows one to separate the contributions of the simultaneously excited levels
to the decay curve and to determine the different lifetimes of these levels
t6.1511. A better solution is, however, if the fluorescence is dispersed by
a monochromator and the detector selectively monitors a single transition
from each of the different excited levels lkn) separately.

6.3.2 SÍngle-Pulse ExcitatÍon

The molecules are excited by a short laser pulse. The trailing edge of this
pulse should be short compared with the decay time of the excited level,
which is directly monitored after the end of the excitation pulse (Fig.6.77).
Either the time-resolved LIF on transitions lk) -+ lm) to lower levels In) is
detected or the time-dependent absorption of a second laser, which is tuned
to the transition lk) --> lj), to higher levels l7).

The time-dependent fluorescence can be viewed either with an oscilloscope
or may be recorded by a transient recorder. Another method is based on a box-
car integrator, which transmits the signal through a gate Íhat opens only during
a selected time interval At (Sect.4.5.6). After each successive excitation pulse
the delay AZ of the gate is increased by Tlm. After m excitation cycles the
whole time window 7 has been covered (Fig.6.78). The direct observation of
the decay curve on an oscilloscope has the advantage that nonexponential de-

lpl(t)o"-tlTett

l s  l e

i...-- efÍective range

0 T"n

Fig,6.77. Lifetime measurement after pulse excitation

delay
range

(r.3 Lifetime Measurement with Lasers

__--lrigger pulse -=__ gate

Itig.6.78. Lifetime measurements with a gated boxcar system with successively increasing
gate delay time

cays can be recognized immediately. For sufficiently intense fluorescence one
rreeds only a single excitation pulse, although generally averaging over many
oxcitation cycles will improve the signal-to noise ratio.

This technique of single-pulse excitation is useful for low repetition rates.
llxamples are the excitation with pulsed dye lasers pumped by Nd:YAG or
oxcimer lasers [6.149, 6.152].

ír.3.3 Delayed.CoÍncidence Technique

As in the previous method the delayed-coincidence technique also uses shoft
laser pulses for the excitation of selected levels. However, here the pulse en-
crgy is kept so low that the detection probability Pp of a fluorescence photon
lrcr laser excitation pulse remains small (PD < 0.1). If PD(t)dt is the proba-
lrility of detecting a fluorescence photon in the time interval t to t+dt after
tlre excitation then the mean number nptG) of fluorescence photons detected
within this time interval for N excitation cycles (N )) 1) is

ns(t)dt:  NPo(t)dt  . (6.61)

'l'he experimental rcalization is shown schematically in Fig.6.79. Part of the
laser pulse is send to a fast photodiode. The output pulse of this diode at
Í _ /0 Starts a time-amplitude converter (TAC), which generates a fast-rising
voltage ramp U(t) : (t - /o)Uo. A photomultiplier with a large amplification
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l r

}uo,.".."ná t
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Fig,6.79. Basic principle of lifetime measurements with the delayed-coincidence single-
photon counting technique

factor generates for each detected fluorescence photon an output pulse that

triggers a fast discriminator. The normalized output pulse of the discrimina-
tor stops the TAC at time /. The amplitude U(t) of the TAC output pulse is
proportional to the delay time t - /6 between the excitation pulse and the fluo-
rescence photon emission. These pulses aÍe Stored in a multichannel analyzer.
The number of events per channel gives the number of fluorescence photons
emitted at the corresponding delay time.

The repetition rate f of the excitation pulses is chosen as high as possible
since the measuring time for a given signal-to-noise-ratio is proportional to
I/f , An upper limit for / is determined by the fact that the time T:|lÍ
between two successive laser pulses should be at least three times the life-
time zp of the measured level lk). This technique is therefore ideally suited
for excitation with mode-locked or cavity-dumped lasers. There is, however,
an electronic bottleneck: the input pulse rate of a TAC is limited by its dead
time rp and should be smaller than I ltp.It is therefore advantageous to invert
the functions of the start and stop pulses. The fluorescence pulses (which have
a much smaller rate than the excitation pulses) now act as start pulses and the
next laser pulse stops the TAC. This means that the time (Z - r) is measured
instead of l. Since the time Z between successive pulses of a mode-locked
laser is very stable and can be accurately determined from the mode-locking
frequency Í:IlT, the time interval between successive pulses can be used
for time calibration of the detection system 16.32l.In Fig.6.80 the whole de-
tection system is shown together with a decay curve of an excited level of the
Na2 molecule, measured over a period of 10min. More information about the
delayed-coincidence method can be found in [6.153].

U = U o ( t - t o )

channel number

tr..l Lifetime Measurement with Lasers

T
fluorescence

cell

2 5 2 0 1 5 1 0 5 0

Íime [ns]
l'ig.6.80. Experimental anangement for lifetime measurements with the delayed-
coincidence single-photon counting technique and decay curve of the Na2 (81 n,, u' :6,
.t '  :27) level [6.32]

6.3.4 Lifetime Measurements in Fast Beams
'fhe 

most accurate method for lifetime measurements in the range of
l0 7 - 10-9 s is based on a modern version of an old technique that was used
by W. Wien 70 years ago [6.154]. Here a time measurement is reduced to
Ineasurements of a pathlength and a velocity.

The atomic or molecular ions produced in an ion source are accelerated
by the voltage U and focused to form an ion beam. The different masses are
separated by a magnet (Fig.6.81) and the wanted ions are excited at the po-
sition x :0 by a cw laser beam. The LIF is monitored as a function of the
variable distance x between the excitation region and the position of a special
photon detector mounted on a orecision translational drive. Since the veloc-
ity ,: (ZeU/m)rl2 is known fiom the measured acceleration voltage (1, the
time / : x/u is determined from the measured positions x.

The excitation intensity can be increased if the excitation region is placed
inside the resonator of a cw dye laser that is tuned to the selected transition.
Before they reach the laser beam, the ions can be preexcited into highly ex-
cited long-living levels by gas collisions in a differentially pumped gas cell
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Fig.6.81. Lifetime measurements of highly
molecules in a fast beam
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Fig.6.82a-c. Cascade-free lifetime measurements despite the simultaneous excitation ol'
many levels: (a) preexcitation by collisions in a gas cell with subsequent laser excita-

tion; (b) decay of level ll) without cascading (cw-ve a), its feeding by cascades (crru?

b), and resulting population Nk(/) with cascading and decaying (curve c). (c) The fluo-
rescence 1(x, ),) is measuted alternately with and without selective laser excitation

(Fig.6.82a). This opens new transitions for the laser excitation and allows life-
time measurements of high-lying ionic states even with visible lasers [6.1551.

The ions can be neutralized by charge-exchange collisions in differentially
pumped alkali-vapor cells. Since chaÍge exchange occurs with large collision
cross sections at large impact parameters (grazing collisions), the momentum
transfer is very small and the velocity of the neutrals is nearly the same as
that of the ions. With this technique lifetimes of highly excited neutral atoms
or molecules can be measured with high accuracy.

tr.-l Lifetime Measurement with Lasers 33'7

Collisional preexcitation has the drawback that several levels are simul-
tirneously excited, which may feed by cascading fluorescence transitions the
lcvel lk) whose lifetime is to be measured. These cascades alter the time pro-
Iile 1p1(/) of the level lt) and falsify the real lifetime q, (Ftg.6.B2b). This
problem can be solved by a special measurement cycle: for each position .r
the fluorescence is measured alternately with and without laser excitation
tFig. 6.82c). The difference of both counting rates yields the LIF without cas-
eade contributions. In order to eliminate fluctuations of the laser intensity or
tlre ion beam intensity a second detector is installed at the fixed position rs
rl.-ig. 6.83). The normalized ratios S(-r)/S(xo), which are independent of these
lluctuations, are then fed into a computer that fits them to a theoretical decay
cLrrve [6.156].

The time resolution Ar of the detectors is determined by their spatial reso-
lution Ax and the velocity u of the ions or neutrals. In order to reach a good
time resolution, which is independent of the position x of the detector, one
has to take care that the detector collects the fluorescence only from a small
path interval Ax, but still sees the whole cross section of the slightly diver-
gent ion beam. This can be realized by specially designed bundles of optical
libers, which are ananged in a conical circle around the beam axis (Fig.6.83),
while the outcoupling end of the fiber bundle has a rectangular form which is
rnatched to the entrance slit of a spectrograph.

l'ig.6.83. Experimental arrangement for cascade-free lifetime measurements in fast beams
tlÍ.ions or neutrals with fluorescence collection by conically shaped optical-fiber bundles
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excitation
laser

ablation laser

detector

Í|uorescence
Fig.6.84. Laser ablation from surfaces
and laser excitation of the plasma plume
with fluorescence detection

Lifetimes of atoms and ions have been measured very accurately with this
technique. More experimental details and different versions of this laser beam
method can be found in the extensive literature t6.155*6.1591.

High-lying excited states of atoms and ions, which are of interest in as-
trophysics, can be produced by laser ablation from surfaces. The expanding
plasma cloud, which consists of hot atoms and ions, is irradiated by a second
laser, and the time-resolved fluorescence of the excited states is monitored.
Since many of these states can only be reached by VUV lasers, the excitation
must be performed in a vacuum chamber and VUV-sensitive detectors (for in-
Stance SolaÍ blind multipliers) must be used t6.160]. A typical experimental
setup is shown in Fig.6.84. The excitation laser can be time-delayed with re-
spect to the ablation laser by a electronic delay unit which allows delay times
of  Az  > 1ns .

6.4 Spectroscopy in the Pico-to-Attosecond Range

For measurements of very fast rel4xation processes that demand a time res-
olution below 10-10 s most detectors (except the streak camera) are not fast
enough. Here the pump-and-probe technique is the best choice. It is based on
the following principle shown in Fig.6.85.

The molecules under investigation are excited by a fast laser pulse on the
transition l0) -+ l1). A probe pulse with a variable time delay z against the
pump pulse probes the time evolution of the population density N1(t). The
time resolution is only limited by the pulse width AZ of the two pulses, but
not by the time constants of the detectors!

solid
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6.85. Pump-and-probe technique

In early experiments of this kind a fixed-frequency mode-locked Nd:glass
or Nd:YAG laser was used. Both pulses came from the same laser and for-
luitious coincidences of molecular transitions with the laser wavelength were
rrtilized [6.161]. The time delay of the probe pulse is realized, as shown in
Fig.6.86, by beam splitting and a variable path-length difference. Since the
lrump and probe pulses coincide with the same transition li) --> lk), the ab-
sorption of the probe pulse measured as a function of the delay time r, in
lact, monitors the time evolution of the population difference [N7.(r) - N,(/)].
A larger variety of molecular transitions becomes accessible if the Nd:YAG
laser wavelength is Raman shifted (Sect.5.9) into spectral regions of interest
16.1621.
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A broader application range is opened by a system of two independently
tunable mode-locked dye lasers, which have to be pumped by the same pump
laser in order to synchronize the pump and probe pulses t6.1631. For studies
of vibrational levels in the electronic ground states of molecules the difference
frequency generation of these two dye lasers can be used as a tunable infrared
source for direct excitation of selected levels on infrared-active transitions.
Raman-active vibrations can be excited by spontaneous or stimulated Raman
transitions (Chap.3). Another useful short-pulse source for these experiments
is a three-wavelength Ti:sapphire laser, where two of the wavelengths can be
indepently tuned [6. 166].

In addition, short-pulse tunable optical parametric oscillators have been
realized, where the pump wavelength and the signal or idler waves can be
used for pump-and-probe experiments [6.164]. The wide tuning range allows
more detailled investigations compaÍed to the restricted use of fixed fre.
quency lasers [6.165]. Here the different femtosecond NOPAs (see Sect.6.1.9)
in combination with frequency doubling or sum-frequency generation pro-
vide the spectroscopist with widely tunable ultrafast intense radiation sources
which can be tuned across the infrared and visible to the UV region. These
open the door to studies of fast dynamical processes in chemistry and biology
(see Sect.10.3).

Recently it has become possible to phase-lock two different femtosecond
lasers. This opens many possibilities for spectroscopic applications. One ex-
ample is the use of an infrared femtosecond pulse to excite nuclear vibrations
of molecules and a second UV femtosecond pulse for electronic excitation.
This allows one to study the influence of fast changes of the electron cloud
on the nuclear oscillation period Í6.161l'

These developments widen the range of applications considerably. We will
now give some examples of applications of the pump-and-probe technique.

6.4.1 Pump-and-Probe Spectroscopy
of CollisÍonal Relaxation in Liquids

Because of the high molecular density in liquids, the average time z. be-
tween two successive collisions of a selectively excited molecule A with other
molecules A of the same kind or with different molecules B is very short
(10-12-10-11s). If A has been excited by absorption of a laser photon its
excitation energy may be rapidly redistributed among other levels of A by col-
lisions, or it may be transferred into internal energy of B or into translational
energy of A and B (temperature rise of the sample). With the pump-and-probe
technique this energy transfer can be studied by measurements of the time-
dependent population densities N-(r) of the relevant levels of A or B. The
collisions not only change the population densities but also the phases of the
wave functions of the coherently excited levels (Sect.2.9). These phase relax-
ation times are generally shorter than the population relaxation times.

Besides excitation and probing with infrared laser pulses, the CARS tech-
nique (Sect.3.5) is a promising technique to study these relaxation processes.
An example is the measurement of the dephasing process of the OD stretch-
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ing vibration in heavy water D2O by CARS t6.1681. The pump at a.t:aL is
provided by an amplified 80-fs dye laser pulse from a CPM ring dye laser.'fhe Stokes pulse at ar. is generated by a synchronized tunable picosecond dye
laser. The CARS signal at @as:2oL - crr, is detected as a function of the time
ilelay between the pump and probe pulses.

Another example is the deactivation of high vibrational levels in the
56 and 51 singlet states of dye molecules in organic liquids pumped by
a pulsed laser (Fig.6.87). The laser populates many vibrational levels in
(he excited 51 singlet state, which are accessible by optical pumping on
transitions starting from thermally populated levels in the electronic ground
state 56. These excited levels lul) rapidly relax by inelastic collisions into the
lowest vibrational level lu':0) of 51, which represents the upper level of the
clye laser transition. This relaxation process can be followed up by measuring
the time-dependent absorption of a weak probe laser pulse on transitions from
these levels into higher excited singlet states.

Fluorescence and stimulated emission on transitions (u' - 0 -+ u" > 0)
lead to a fast rise of the population densities N(u//) of high vibrational levels
in the Ss state. This would result in a self-termination of the laser oscilla-
tion if these levels were not depopulated quickly enough by collisions. The
relaxation of N(u//) toward the thermal equilibrium population N6(u") can
again be probed by a weak visible probe laser. Polarization spectroscopy
(Sect.2.4) with femtosecond pulses allows one to separately determine the
clecay times zy16 of population redistribution and the dephasing times [6.169].

Of particular importance for dye laser physics is the intersystem crossing
of dye molecules from the excited 51 state into levels of the triplet state T1 .
llecause the population of these long-living triplet levels represents a severe
loss for the dye laser radiation because of absorption on electronic transitions
to higher triplet states, the time-dependent triplet concentration and possible
quenching processes by triplet-quenching additives have been investigated in
tletail [6.170]. Furthermore, spin-exchange and transitions by collisions be-
lween excited 51 dye molecules and triplet 02 molecules or between T1 dye
rnolecules and excited Oz ('A) molecules play a crucial role in photodynam-
ical orocesses in cancer cells (Sect.10.5).
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Fig.6.87. Measurements of fast relax-
ation processes in excited and ground
states
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6.4.2 Electronic Relaxation in Semiconductors

A very interesting problem is concerned with the physical limitations of the
ultimate speed of electronic computers. Since any bll corresponds to a transi-
tion from a nonconducting to a conducting state of a semiconductor, or vice
versa, the relaxation time of electrons in the conduction band and the recom-
bination time certainly impose a lower limit for the minimum switching time.
This electronic relaxation can be measured with the pump-and-probe tech-
nique. The electrons are excited by a femtosecond laser pulse from the upper
edge of the valence band into levels with energies E:ho_ ÁE (AE: band
gap) in the conduction band, from where they relax into the lower edge of the
conduction band before they recombine with holes in the valence band. Since
the optical reflectivity of the semiconductor sample depends on the energy dis-
tribution N(E) of the free conduction electrons, the reflection of a weak probe
laser pulse can be used to monitor the distribution N(E) 16.17Il. Because
of their fast relaxaton semiconductors can be used as saturable absorbers for
passive mode locking in femtosecond lasers t6.611. In this case, a thin semi-
conductor sheet is placed in front of a resonator mirror (see Sect.6.l.11. The
characteristic time scales for interband and intraband electron relaxation are
again measured with the pump-and probe technique 16.172l. Of particular
interest for the magnetic storage of information is the timescale of magnetiza-
tion or demagnetization of thin magnetic films. It tums out that femtosecond
laser pulses focused onto the film can demagnetize a small local area within
about 100fs 16.1731.

6.4.3 Femtosecond Transition State Dynamics

The pump-and-probe technique has proved to be very well suited for study-
ing short-lived transient states of molecular systems that had been excited by
a short laser pulse before they dissociate:

AB * hv ---+ [AB]* ----+ A* + B .

An illustrative example is the photodissociation of excited NaI molecules,
which has been studied in detail by Zewal| et a|. Í6.|74].

The adiabatic potential diagram of NaI (Fig.6.88) is characterized by an
avoided crossing between the repulsive potential of the two interacting neu-
tral atoms Na * I and the Coulomb potential of the ions Nat*I-, which
is mainly responsible for the strong binding of NaI at small internuclear dis-
tances R. If NaI is excited into the repulsive state by a short laser pulse at the
wavelength ).1, the excited molecules start to move toward larger values of R
with a vélocity u(R) : |Ol p)(E - Epo R)l1/2.

Example 6.6.
For  E-  Epor :  [CK)0cm- l  and p-  mym2l (mt+m):  l9 .5AMU-+ uar
lOjm/s. The t ime ̂ T:.+Rlu of passing tfuough an interval of ÁR=
0 .  I  nm  i s  t hen  AT :  l 0 - ' r  s :  100 f s .

v o ( H )  N a + l

vz  (B)  Na '+ |
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l,'ig.6.88. (a) Potential diagram of NaI with the pump transition at )"1 and the tun-
rrble probe pulse at ),2(R). (b) Fluorescence intensity 1p1(Ar) as a function of the delay
time Ar between pump and probe pulses: (curve a) with ),2 tuned to the atomic Na* tran-
sition and (curve b) )'2 tuned to l2(R) with R < R" Í6.174]

When the excited system [NaI]* reaches the avoided crossing at R : Rc it
rnay either stay on the potential 7r (R) and oscillate back and forth between
R1 and R2, or it may tunnel to the potential curve Vo(R), where it SepaÍates
into Na*I.

The time behavior of the system can be probed by a probe pulse with the
wavelength .1"2 tuned to the transition from Vr(R) into the excited state V2(R)
that dissociates into Na* +I. At the fixed wavelength ).2 :2rclaz the disso-
ciating system absorbs the probe pulse only at that distance R where yl(R) -

V7(R) : hr,n.If ),2 is tuned to the sodium resonance line 3s --> 3 p, absorption
occurs for R: oo.

Since the dissociation time is very short compared to the lifetime of the
cxcited sodium atom Na*(3p), the dissociating (NaI)* emits nearly exclu-
sively at the atomic resonance fluorescence. The atomic fluorescence intensity
Ig(Nan, Ár), monitored in dependence on the delay time Ar between the
pump-and-probe pulse, gives the probability for finding the excited system
lNallx at a certain intemuclear separation R, where yl(R) - V2(R) : fip2
{Fig.6.88b).

The experimental results 16.115) shown in Fig.6.88b reflect the oscillatory
Inovement of Na*I(R) on the potential Vr (R) between R1 and R2, which had
been excited at the inner turning point R1 by the pump pulse at r:0. This
corresponds to a periodic change between the covalent and ionic potential.
The damping is due to the leakage into the lower-state potential around the
avoided crossing at R : Rr. If ),2 is tuned to the atomic resonance line, the
accumulation of Na*(3p) atoms can be measured when the delay between the
pump-and-probe pulse is increased.
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6.4.4 Real-Time Observations of Molecular Vibrations

The time scale of molecular vibrations is on the order of 1g-13-16-ist'

The vibrational frequency of-the H2 molecule, for example' is uvi6:1'3 x

i o . . ,  l -  h i u : j . 6 , í 0 - | 5 s ,  t h a t  o f  t h e  Na2  mo l e cu l e  i s  uu16 :4 . 5 x

igtzr-t * f";;:2xIO-13 s, and even the heavy 12 molecule still has

t"*:5 x10-'i5 s. With conventional techniques one always measures a time

average over many vibrational periods'
With femtosecond pump-anb-probe experiments "fast motion pictures" of

a vibrating molecule may-be ob,tained, and the time behavior of the wave

packets of"coherently 
"^"it"d 

and superimposed molecular vibrations can be
'mapped. 

This is illustrated by the following examples dealing with the dy-

namics of molecular multiph-oton ionization and fragmentation .of Na2, and

il, a"p"no"nce on the pháse of the vibrational wave packet in the inter.

o

o
tr)

o
o
r(Í)

o
o
o

a) b)

Fig.6.89arb. Femtosecond spectroscopy of Na2: (a).potential curve diagram illustrating

the.preparation of a vibrational wave pácket in the 2l|I, '.'..: .{I'ldY: to.coherent si-

multaneous two-photon excitation of vibrational levels (ri' : 11-18). Further excitation by

a third photon results in production of Nai* - N1,* +Na* from the outer turning point of

the wave packet. (b) on"-pt,oton excitatioí of a vibrational wave packet in the Ál', state

with subsequent two-photon ionization from the inner t:umtng point [6'177]

11u 135; +ta {

Na (3s) +Na (3s)
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rnediate state [6.176]. There are two pathways for photoionrzation of cold
Na2 molecules in a supersonic beam (Fig.6.89):
(i) One-photon-absorption of a femtosecond pulse (). :672nm, AZ : 50 fs,
I : 50 GW/cmz) leads to simultaneous coherent excitation of vibrational
|evels u/:11-15 in the Á1xu state of Na2 at the inner part of the po-
tcntial V1(R). This generates a vibrational wave packet, which oscillates at
a frequency of 3 x 1012 s-l back and forth between the inner and outer turning
point. Resonant enhanced two-photon ionization of the excited molecules by
the probe pulse has a larger probability at the inner turning point than at the
outer turning point, because of favorable Franck-Condon factors for transi-
tions from the Á1)u state to the near.resonant intermediate state 2l |I*, which
cnhances ionizing two-photon transitions at small values of the internuclear
clistance R (Fig.6.89b). The ionization rate N$af , At) monitored as a func-
tion of the delay time Ar between the weak pump pulse and the stronger
probe pulse, yields the upper oscillatory function of Fig.6.90 with a period
that matches the vibrational wave-packet period in the A'), state.
(ii) The second possible competing process is the two-photon excitation of
wavepackets of the u' : 11-18 vibrational levels in the 2rII, state of Na2 by
the pump pulse, with subsequent one-photon excitation into á doubly excited
state of Naj*, which autoionizes according to

Nal* -> Naf + e ----+ Na+ +Na* + e- ,

and results in the generation of Na+ ions. The number N(Na+, Al) of atomic
ions Na+, measured as a function of the delay time Ar between pump and
probe pulses, shows again an oscillatory structure (Fig.6.90, lower trace), but
with a time shift of half a vibrational period against the upper trace. In this
case, the ionization stafis from the owter turning point of the2'Ilr levels and

- ? 0 2 4

pump-p robe  de l aY  [Ps ]

F'ig.6.90. Observed ion rates I'r6uf) (upper trace) and N(Na+) (lower tace') as a func-
tion of the delay time At between the pump and probe pulses [6.177]
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the oscillatory structure shows a 180' shift and slightly different oscillation
period, which corresponds to the vibrational period in the 2' rln state.

The photoelectrons and ions and their kinetic energies can be measured
with two time-of-flight mass spectrometers arranged into opposite directions
perpendicular to the molecular and the laser beams L6.I78,6.I191.

6.4.5 Attosecond Spectroscopy of Atomic Inner Shell Processes

For inner-shell spectroscopy, where the energy separation of atomic states
ranges from several hundred eV up to keV, the higher harmonics generated
by high-intensity femtosecond pulses can be used [6.180]. Unfortunately these
high harmonic pulses with pulse widths in the attosecond range appear as
pulse trains with a repetition frequency twice that of the optical frequency of
the generating pulse, i.e., a time separation of about 2.3 fs. The interpretation
of results from time-resolved spectroscopy obtained through atomic excitation
by such pulse trains is not unambiguous. Therefore, it is desirable to generate
single pulses instead of pulse trains. This is possible if a pulse of less than
5 fs is used for the generation of higher harmonics. Using phase control of
such a pulse, one maximum of the field amplitude E(t) can be shifted into
the maximum of the pulse envelope. The initial and the following maximum
then have a lower amplitude (Fig.6.9J). Since the intensity of the n-th har-
monic scales with the 2n-th power E"" (t) of the optical electric field in the
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Fig.6.91. Electric field amplitude in a few-cycle femtosecond pulse
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lcmtosecond pulse, only this largest field maximum E0 essentially contributes
lo the generation of higher harmonics. With n : 15, for example, the genera-
tion of XUV by the adjacent field extrema E-1 and Eq it Fig.6.91, which
rcach only 607o of the central maximum, has aprobability of 10-/ compared
to that for the central maximum.
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1ti9.6.92. Schematic illustration of inner shell excitation by
lirxation (b) into the vacancy, resulting in the emission of an
cxcitation into a higher state (a') [6.181]
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Using such short attosecond XUV pulses, the temporal evolution of the
Auger process after inner shell excitation can be followed with the pump-and-
probe technique.

An XUV pulse excites an electron from the inner shell E; of an atom
(Fig.6.9Z), producing an inner shell vacancy which is rapidly fllled by
an electron from a higher shell with energy Ep. The energy difference
A,E: Et- Ei is either carried away by an XUV photon or it is transferred
to another electron in an outer shell E- with IP-E- < /E (Auger electron).
The delay time of this Auger electron with respect to the excitation pulse cor-
responds exactly to the lifetime of the inner shell vacancy. The emitted Auger
electron leaves a vacancy in the outer shell which can be detected by the cor-
responding decrease in the photoionization with visible light. The delay time
can be measured with attosecond time resolution by using a fraction of the
visible femtosecond pulse with variable delay with respect to the excitation
pulse, in the same approach as used for photoionization with femtosecond
pulses, as discussed in Sect.6.1.I2 t6.1811.

6.4.6 TÍansient Grating Techniques

If two light pulses of different propagation directions overlap in an absorb-
ing sample, they produce an interference pattern because of the intensity-
dependent saturation of the population density (Fig. 6.93). When a probe pulse
is sent through the overlap region in the sample, this interference pattern
shows up as periodic change of the sample transmission and therefore acts as
a grating that produces diffraction orders of the probe beam. The grating vec-
tor is k6 -kz-k1, and the grating period depends on the angle @ between
the two pump beams. The grating amplitude can be inferred from the relative
intensity of the different diffraction orders. This gives information on the sat-
uration intensities. The grating will fade away if the delay times z1 and T2 aÍe
larger than the relaxation time of the sample molecules. Therefore this tech-
nique of transient gratings gives information on the dynamics of the sample
16.r82).

Most experiments have been performed in solid or liquid samples wherc
the relaxation times are in the range of femto- to picoseconds [6.179].

There are numerous other examples where pico- and femtosecond spec'
troscopy have been applied to problems in atomic and molecular physics.
Some of them are discussed in Sects. 7.6 and I0.2.

In particular the high peak powers now available by the invention of new
techniques (Fig.6.55) allow a new class of experiments in nonlinear physics.
Examples are the generation of high harmonics up to the 60th overtone, which
generates XUV frequencies with X: 13 nm from the fundamental wave with
), : 800 nm, or multiphoton ionization to produce highly charged ions from
neutral atoms. The electric fields of such high power laser pulses exceed the
inner-atomic field strength resulting in field ionization. The behavior of atoms
and molecules in such strong electric ac fields have brought some surprisel
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l'i9.6.93. Schematic diagram of a transient grating experiment

and many theoreticians are working on adequate models to describe such ex-
treme situations.

For more information on femtosecond lasers and spectroscopy see
16.2,6.1831.

Problems

.1 A Pockels cell inside a laser resonator is used as a e-switch. It has a max-
irnum transmission of 95,Va for the applied voltage U:0. What voltage U is
required to prevent lasing before the gain Ga: exp(aL) of the active medium
cxceeds the value Ga:70, when the "half-wave voltage" of the Pockels cell
is 2kv? what is the effective amplification factor G"s immediately after the
opening of the Pockels cell if the total cavity losses are 30o per round trip?

6.2 What is the actual time profile of mode-locked pulses from a cw argon
laser if the gain profile is Gaussian with a halfwidth of 8 GHz (FWHM)?

.3 An optical pulse with the Gaussian intensity profile 1(/), center wave-
lcngth ),6:600nm, and initial halfwidth z:500fs propagates through an
optical fiber with refractive index n : 1.5.

I
d
A
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(a) How large is its initial spatial extension?
(b) How long is the propagation length zr after which the spatial width of the

pulse has increased by a factor of 2 from linear dispersion with dn / ü' :
l0r per cm?

(c) How large is ^its spectral broadening at er if its peak intensity is

ípJlT#'-2 
and the nonlinear part of the refractive index is n2: ,'

i

j
ó.4 Calculate the separa-tion D of a grating pair that just compensates a Spatial i
dispersion dS/di,: l0r for a center wavelength of 600nm. a groove spacing I
of d:l pm and angle of incidence cv:30". I


